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Abstract
NAND flash is a key storage technology in modern computing systems. Without it, many
devices would probably not exist today or would at least not benefit from as many features.
The very large success of this technology motivated massive efforts to scale it down in order
to increase its density further. However, NAND flash is currently facing physical limitations
that prevent it reaching smaller cell sizes without severely reducing its storage reliability and
lifetime. Accordingly, in the present thesis we aim at relieving some constraints from device
manufacturing by addressing flash irregularities at a higher level. For example, we acknowl-
edge the fact that process variation plus other factors render some regions of a flash device
more sensitive than others. This difference usually leads to sensitive regions exhausting their
lifetime early, which then causes the device to become unusable, while the rest of the device
is still healthy, yet not exploitable. Consequently, we propose to postpone this exhaustion
point with new strategies that require minimal resources to be implemented and effectively
extend flash devices lifetime. Sometimes, our strategies involve unconventional methods
to access the flash that are not supported by specification document and, therefore, should
not be used lightly. Hence, we also present thorough characterization experiments on actual
NAND flash chips to validate these methods and model their effect on a flash device. Finally,
we evaluate the performance of our methods by implementing a trace-driven flash device
simulator and execute a large set of realistic disk traces. Overall, we exploit properties that
are either neglected or not understood to propose methods that are nearly free to implement
and systematically extend NAND flash lifetime. We are convinced that future NAND flash ar-
chitectures will regularly bring radical physical changes, which will inevitably come together
with a new set of physical properties to investigate and to exploit.
Keywords: NAND flash, SLC, MLC, Characterization, Experiment, Endurance, Lifetime, Per-
formance, Reliability, Wear-leveling.
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Résumé
La mémoire flash NAND est une technologie de stockage clef dans les systèmes informa-
tiques modernes. Sans elle, de nombreux types de dispositifs n’existeraient probablement
pas aujourd’hui ou ne bénéficierait pas d’autant de fonctionnalités. Le grand succès de cette
technologie a motivé des efforts considérables vers sa miniaturisation afin d’en augmenter
plus encore sa densité. Toutefois, la mémoire flash NAND est actuellement confrontée à des
limitations physiques qui l’empêchent d’aller vers des tailles de cellules plus petites sans que
cela ne dégrade fortement sa fiabilité de stockage et sa durée de vie. Ainsi, dans la présente
thèse, nous visons à soulager les contraintes liées à l’élaboration de cette mémoire, en ex-
ploitant certaines irrégularités de la mémoire flash depuis un niveau supérieur. Par exemple,
nous observons le fait que la varation du processus de fabrication ainsi que d’autres fac-
teurs rendent certaines régions de la mémoire flash plus sensibles que d’autres. Cette dif-
férence conduit généralement à des régions sensibles épuisants leur durée vie trop tôt. Ce
qui rend alors la mémoire flash inutilisable, quand bien même le reste de sa mémoire est
encore en viable, mais non exploitables. Par conséquent, nous proposons de repousser ce
point d’épuisement avec de nouvelles stratégies nécessitant un minimum de ressources à
mettre en œuvre et permettant d’étendre efficacement la durée de vie des stockages à base
de mémoire flash. Les stratégies que nous proposons impliquent parfois des méthodes non
conventionnelles pour accéder à la mémoire flash. Celles-ci ne sont pas prises en charge par
les documents de spécification des fabricants et, par conséquent, ne doivent pas être utilisées
à la légère. Ainsi, nous présentons également un ensemble d’expériences de caractérisation
sur de réelles puces flash NAND pour valider nos méthodes et modéliser leurs effets sur les
stockages à base de mémoire flash. Enfin, nous évaluons le rendement de nos méthodes en
mettant en place un simulateur de disque flash, à travers lequel nous exécutons un grand
nombre de traces de disques acquises sur des systèmes réels. Dans l’ensemble, nous exploi-
tons des propriétés qui sont soit négligées ou encore incomprises pour proposer des mé-
thodes à coût négligeable et montrons systématiquement une extension de durée de vie de
la mémoire flash NAND. Nous sommes convaincus que les futures architectures flash NAND
apporterons régulièrement des changements radicaux dans le processus de fabrication, ce
qui amènera inévitablement un nouvel ensemble de propriétés physiques à investiguer et
exploiter.
Mots-clefs : NAND flash, SLC, MLC, Characterization, Experiment, Endurance, Lifetime, Per-
formance, Reliability, Wear-leveling.
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1 Introduction
NAND flash memory is currently the densest semiconductor memory technology and there-
fore the cheapest. Added to that factor, its low power consumption, mobility and high perfor-
mances makes it remarkably successful for light embedded storage applications, particularly
for cases where classic magnetic disks are not adapted. Accordingly, NAND flash memory is
today by far the leader in storage media for handheld devices. Furthermore, despite the fact
that magnetic disks or even tapes remain more cost effective and reliable than NAND flash
for very large storage systems, it is not uncommon for large tiered (i.e., hierarchical) storage
to use NAND flash at the highest storage levels to act as a fast and low energy storage cache.
Therefore, NAND flash is a particularly important actor in the storage ecosystem and can be
found in a large range of applications, such as storage for smartphones, tablets, ultrabooks,
mp3 players, removable storage, solid state drives or as large storage caching.
1.1 Motivation
Although NAND flash memory is already well established, manufacturers continue pushing
for higher densities in order to provide the most competitive devices. However, during this
progression to smaller technology nodes, several unpleasant NAND flash properties start be-
coming more cumbersome. For example, flash memory cells can only be written a limited
number of times before becoming unreliable and this gets fatally more problematic with
smaller cell sizes [23]. Consequently, in order to address these issues, flash manufacturers
have to put a considerable effort rethinking their low-level cell architecture at every new tech-
nology node. However, manufacturers cannot solve all the issues by themselves and must
count on the research community that works on high-level strategies designed to delay the
flash device wear out as much as possible. In an effort to open new perspectives in that regard,
we put a particular effort in this thesis finding new angles to complement these solutions and
efficiently help extending the flash device lifetime further.
1
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1.2 Efforts So Far
Solid State Drives (SSDs) manufacturers work hard to bring more intelligence in their flash
controllers and design new techniques reducing the amount of data written to their storage.
For example, one can write less data by compressing it [59, 42] or detecting redundant chunks
of data and deduplicating them [14], which tend to increase both the device lifetime and its
performances. Thereby, a large set of generic solutions applicable on a wide range of de-
vice form factors are proposed improving the control logic with more efficient data mapping
strategies [37, 10, 16, 22, 11, 26, 52, 15, 47]. Other techniques are specific to an application.
For instance, storage policies and architectures have been design to specifically address flash
devices acting as a cache for large storage systems [34, 35, 9, 1, 53, 55].
The limitations of NAND flash inspired other researcher to anticipate similar issues for new
emerging non volatile memories, such as Phase-Change Memory (PCM), Memristors and
Spin-Transfer Torque memory (STT-RAM). Currently, the most promising emerging technol-
ogy is the Phase-Change Memory (PCM), which Micron produced in relatively large volumes.
However, Micron interrupted their PCM production in the beginning of 2014 to focus on the
development of new NAND flash architectures. This fact confirms that NAND flash memory
will stay an important actor in the years to come.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
Throughout this thesis, we will reveal a set of physical flash properties neglected by manufac-
turers’ specification documents. From these, we could design original approaches to manage
flash devices that are nearly free to implement and contribute to extend their lifetime. Rather
than trying to improve existing policies, we propose strategies acting from new angles and
being as much as possible complementary to traditional existing techniques. Our methods
are aimed to be implemented into the flash memory controller that sits between the host
file system and the flash chips themselves. Yet, there are a large set of flash controllers with
different processing power as well as resources available, which depend on the storage form
factor or target application. Consequently, we designed our methods to be as light as possi-
ble to implement in order for them to be applicable by the largest set of controller types. A
particularity of these methods is that they often have to break the conventions set by flash
manufacturers. Accordingly, in this thesis we will present a set of well-designed experiments
to characterize properly their effects on the device. These experiments will serve validating
the approaches that we propose as well as modeling and quantifying their effects on flash
memory storage devices.
2
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1.4 Organization of this Thesis
In the next chapter, we provide a background on NAND flash memory. We discuss its basic
storage mechanisms as well as its particular cell organization. We also present all the main
features that should be expected of a flash controller.
In Chapter 3, we discuss on the process of characterizing NAND flash memories. We present
the various factors that could affect and bias the results of characterization experiments. Fi-
nally, we describe the experimental setup that we built to perform such experiments.
In Chapter 4, we present Libra [30], a method supporting mixed sources of wear, which al-
lows using different storage modes inherent to flash memory in a flexible way. We will show
that this flexibility enables sharing the wear across the flash cells more efficiently and pro-
vides up to one order of magnitude more lifetime compared to previous rigid approaches.
Furthermore, this method requires negligible extra resources to be implemented.
In Chapter 5, we present Phœnix [29], a method that relies on two physical properties of
flash. First is the nonuniformity of cell degradation over the flash device: some will wear out
significantly earlier than others. Second is the fact that storing less information in memory
cells renders them more reliable. Therefore, when too many cells become unreliable (die)
within a block of cells, we propose reviving this block by restricting it to store less information,
which allows a lifetime extension of up to 17% for the studied NAND flash chip and comes
for free. Lastly, we model the relationship between the cell lifetime variance and Phœnix
potential, which let us envision greater lifetime extension with future flash technology nodes.
We go further in Chapter 6 by addressing this lifetime variance on a smaller granularity than
Phœnix. Usually, all cells being part of the same block are written together. Yet, we propose
to relieve the weakest ones in order to balance the lifetime within a block [31]. This approach
breaks the conventional ways of accessing flash and, therefore, requires careful characteriza-
tion to understand all its effects. We propose two different strategies relieving weak cells and
show that for the considered NAND flash chips, up to 60% lifetime extension can be achieved
for a minimal cost.
Finally, we conclude this thesis in Chapter 7.
3

2 NAND Flash Memory
This chapter provides a background on NAND flash memory. It discusses its specific archi-
tecture and the peculiar storage mechanisms involved with it. The chapter concludes with a
description and comparison of the main flash controller classes.
2.1 Storage Mechanism
Flash memories store information by using electron tunneling to place and remove charges
into floating gates. Figure 2.1 illustrates the flash cell structure consisting of a MOS transistor
made of two gates instead of one. The floating gate in the middle serves as a recipient for elec-
trons. The action of adding electrons into a cell is called programming, whereas the removal
of this charge is called erasing.
2.1.1 NAND Architecture
Flash memory comes in two main architecture variants: NOR and NAND, illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.2. In NOR flash, cells are connected to the bit line in parallel, which resemble a NOR
gate: whenever a word line is brought high, the corresponding bit lines will be pulled down.
NOR flash is relatively slow to program but allows fast random reads; thereby, it is mainly used
to store devices’ firmware or BIOS. In contrast, NAND flash has its cells arranged serially in
a NAND gate fashion: the bit line is pulled down only when every word line is brought high.
This serial structure brings more density (hence, reduced cost) but increases significantly the
read latency. This latency increase is somewhat compensated by enlarging the access granu-
larity to a page level (i.e., typically 4–32 kB) instead of a single byte and allows for larger band-
width. In summary, compared to NOR flash, NAND flash features slower reads, larger write
bandwidth and is cheaper than NOR flash. Furthermore, NAND flash success puts significant
pressure on its development and production, which results in a highly optimized technology
being more advanced than NOR (e.g., smaller feature size). In this thesis, we will focus on the
5
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Source Drain
Substrate
Floating gate
Control gate
Tunnel oxide
(a) Floating memory cell
DrainSource
Control Gate
Floating Gate
(b) Symbolic representation
Figure 2.1: Flash cell structure. A flash cell consists of a MOS transistor built with two gates
on top of each other instead of one. The gate in the middle is called the floating gate.
Word Line 0
Word Line 2
Word Line 1
Word Line 3
Word Line 4
Source Line
Bit Line 0
Word Line 5
BL1 BL2
(a) NOR flash
Word Line 0
Word Line 2
Word Line 1
Word Line 3
Word Line 4
Source Line Select
Bit Line Select
Source Line
Bit Line 0
Word Line 5
Word Line 6
Word Line 7
BL1 BL2 BL3
(b) NAND flash
Figure 2.2: NOR and NAND flash cell organization. In NOR flash, cells are organized as in a
NOR gate, in parallel. In NAND, cells are organized in series, much like a NAND gate.
NAND variant, for which limited lifetime is a greater concern compared to typical NOR flash
use cases.
2.1.2 Programming
Programming cells consists of using the Fowler–Nordheim tunneling effect to inject electrons
into the floating gate. This effect occurs by grounding both the source and drain and setting
a large voltage VPGM (typically about 20 V) on the control gate. In the NAND architecture
context, the selected word line is set at VPGM, while every other word line should be biased
with an intermediate voltage VP,PASS (typically 10 V) that lets the current flow in unselected
bit lines (pulled high).
The current flowing into the floating gate varies significantly from one cell to another. Con-
sequently, the programming process is divided in multiple program/verify cycles. With this
6
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approach, every cell can be programmed independently. Every cell that accumulates a satis-
fying amount of charges gets its corresponding bit line deactivated and is stopped of being
programmed. The process ends when every cell has been programmed. The programming
latency depends heavily on the flash parameters and can vary from 250 µs to 2 ms or more.
2.1.3 Reading
Reading a cell consists of testing the voltage threshold of a cell. An erased cell has a voltage
threshold lower than 0 V. Accordingly, a voltage of 0 V on the control gate will activate the
cell and let it conduct current. In contrast, a programmed cell has negative charge in its
floating gate, which increases the voltage threshold required for the cell to conduct current.
Therefore, to read cells, the selected word line is set to 0 V, while the other word lines are set
to VR,PASS (typically 5 V) in order to let them conduct current, programmed or not. Thereby,
erased cells will let current flow on their corresponding bit line, while programmed cells will
not. It typically takes about 50 µs to read a page into the internal buffer of the flash chip.
2.1.4 Erasing
Erasing removes the charges from the floating gate and takes about 3 ms. This is achieved
by putting a large voltage on the substrate (typically 20 V) while pulling down the word lines
of the selected block. Any unselected block sharing the same substrate has its word lines left
floating and is unaffected. Within a block, it is not possible to ground only a subset of the
word line while letting the rest floating. Due to the proximity of the word lines, this would
result in a dielectric breakdown. Therefore, in modern NAND flash, erasing can only be done
on the granularity of a block, which is somewhat cumbersome.
The only way to remove charges from the floating gates is to erase them. Therefore, updating
a single page of a block would require buffering the complete block, erasing the block and
programming back the updated data. Obviously, this would be prohibitive both in terms
of time and buffer size requirements. Instead, updating pages must be done out-of-place,
meaning that every updated page should be programmed in another block with free pages.
More on this will be covered in Section 2.4.
2.2 Reliability
In this section, we discuss the NAND flash reliability and the main sources of errors that can
be observed.
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2.2.1 Flash Endurance
Flash cells degrade while accumulating Program/Erase (P/E) cycles [8, 5, 43]. This is provoked
by the oxide layer accumulating charge holes, which eases the transfer of electrons. There-
fore, cells become progressively less efficient in the retention of charges, more sensitive to
neighboring disturbances, and consequently, prone to errors. As a result, all flash blocks ex-
perience a gradual Bit Error Rate (BER) increase with the number of P/E cycles during their
life cycle. Accordingly, manufacturers specify a particular block endurance for their device
in terms of P/E cycles. Past this point, flash blocks are considered unreliable and their data
integrity becomes compromised. However, even if a uniform wear is assumed among all the
blocks, a few flash blocks can wear out before the specified device endurance (and reversely).
Indeed, blocks do not present the same level of tolerance towards P/E cycles due to process
variation and some blocks might become unreliable significantly sooner than others. Accord-
ingly, flash devices generally reserve a set of spare blocks to replace early failing blocks during
the device lifetime [44].
2.2.2 Error Correcting Codes
In NAND flash memory, it is frequent for bits to flip. Consequently, Error-Correcting Codes
(ECCs) are used to correct a limited number of bit errors within flash pages. For this, flash
pages are extended with spare bytes that are used to store metadata (e.g., P/E count, ad-
dress mapping) and the redundant bits necessary to implement the ECC. The ECC compu-
tation is generally the responsibility of flash controller, but there are also some flash chips
integrating directly some ECC logic. The most common ECCs implemented for NAND flash
are BCH, Reed Solomon, and more recently Low Density Parity-Check (LDPC) codes. For ev-
ery new flash technology node, flash cells shrink to smaller sizes and are more sensitive to
interferences, resulting in lower data retention properties. Consequently, the ECC strength
(i.e., number of errors that can be corrected) that is required to maintain satisfying block en-
durance increases drastically at every new technology node. However, a stronger ECC grows
in size and requires a more complex and longer error decoding process, which degrades the
read latency and size advantages of technology scaling. While improving the performances of
ECCs [60] and adapting them specifically for NAND flash can directly improve flash longevity
and reliability, we believe that complementary alternatives should be investigated, such as
the methods that we propose in this thesis.
2.2.3 Data Retention
The charges of a cell leak over time, which degrades the stored data and eventually leads to
unrecoverable data loss. Accordingly, manufacturers must specify a minimum data retention
time (e.g., one year) together with the endurance (in terms of P/E cycles) to qualify their flash
device lifetime. A common approach to prevent this silent and progressive loss of data is to
perform data scrubbing: regularly read old data and assess the current error count; when this
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count approaches the limits of the ECC unit in use, the data is safely copied elsewhere before
it becomes uncorrectable.
2.2.4 Interferences
The charge leakage is not the only source of information loss. Due to the high density of
NAND flash, neighboring accesses can interfere with the data stored in a cell. For example,
when a word line is read, nearby neighboring word lines get slowly programmed. If too many
reads accumulate on the same word line (typically 100,000 times), the direct neighbors risk
to accumulate too many charges and lose the stored information. This effect is called read
disturb. Similarly, for program disturb, programming a word line interferes with the neighbor-
ing word line that is already programmed. In Chapter 3, we will cover some more interference
example when describing flash characterization.
2.3 Multilevel Cells
The continuous pressure to improve the density of NAND flash memory brought multi-bits
per cell technology. While classical Single-Level Cell (SLC) flash stores one bit per cell, Multi-
Level Cell (MLC) flash stores multiple bits in a single cell. The generic MLC term generally
refers to 2-bit per cell. Other densities have multiple naming conventions, sometimes not
very well chosen. For example, 3-bit per cell flash is often referred to as Triple-Level Cell (TLC)
flash, while in fact seven levels in total are required to encode three bits. Another naming
convention for MLCs uses X3 and X4 MLC to identify 3-bit and 4-bit per cell, respectively. In
this section, we describe the storage mechanisms of MLC and discuss the consequences on
performance and reliability.
2.3.1 Reading and Programming
Encoding n bits requires to identify 2n −1 different voltage levels. Thereby, an MLC requires
three different voltage thresholds. Supporting more voltage thresholds means that there will
be less margin between the voltage levels. Therefore, it will be more likely for bits to flip
when interferences occur. Furthermore, these reduced margins will require a more precise
programming phase, which will require more time to be executed and degrade performance.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the programming sequence commonly used for MLC. Starting from an
erased block, the Least Significant Bit (LSB) of every cell is programmed by targeting a single
voltage level, which is performed quickly, because this step does not need to be very precise.
Then, the Most Significant Bit (MSB) of every cell is programmed, which requires reading the
current state first (i.e., the LSBs values) and then pushing the cell voltage to either of the three
different levels (see solid arrows in the figure). This second programming requires higher
precision and it is typically about four to five times longer than the LSB programming [22].
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Figure 2.3: Programming of a 2-bit MLC. Each bit of a cell is programmed separately. Pro-
gramming the first bit, or LSB, requires targeting a single level (staying at the erased level
is free) and does not need to be very precise. Programming the MSB, requires reading the
current state of the cell and targets potentially three different levels, which requires more
precision and time.
We also notice in the figure that the bits are not encoded in sequence, but instead use a gray
code that prevents a scenario where both cell’s bits would flip when shifting from one level
to the next one, limiting at the same time the number of errors provoked by such unwanted
shifts. In summary, MLC flash brings capacity at the cost of performance and endurance.
2.4 Flash Translation Layer
As discussed in the past sections, NAND flash memory requires extensive maintenance and
management to overcome its limitations, such as the out-of-place updates or limited lifetime.
In order to address those, an indirection layer, called the Flash Translation Layers (FTLs), is
placed between the file system and the flash storage. It is typically implemented by the flash
controllers within the storage device, although there are a few flash file systems that are able
to control directly the NAND flash physical interface and will integrate directly this indirec-
tion layer. We will focus here on the FTLs integrated in the device, as it is the most common
setup. The FTL maps logical addresses to physical flash locations and must maintain the state
of every flash page—typical states are clean, valid, and invalid, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Valid pages cannot be reprogrammed without being erased, which means that the FTL must
always have clean pages available and will direct incoming writes to them. Whenever data is
written, the selected clean page becomes valid and the old copy becomes invalid. This is illus-
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Figure 2.4: Pages state transitions. Figure (a) shows the page states generally found in typ-
ical flash storage: clean when it has been freshly erased, valid when it holds valid data, and
invalid when its data has been updated elsewhere. In Figure (b), data D1 and D4 are up-
dated and their previous values are invalidated from blocks A and B. In Figure (c), block A
is reclaimed by the garbage collector. The remaining valid data were first copied to block D,
before block A was erased.
trated in Figure 2.4(b), where D1 and D4 have been reallocated. The number of invalid pages
grows as the device gets written. At some point, the FTL must trigger the recycling of invalid
pages into clean pages. This recycling process is known as garbage collection, which selects a
victim block according to a certain policy, copies any remaining valid page to available clean
pages, and then erases the victim block. An example of garbage collection is illustrated in
Figure 2.4(c), where block A is selected as the victim. Next, we describe in further details the
most important tasks deployed by typical FTLs.
2.4.1 Wear-Leveling
FTLs implement several techniques that maximize the use of the blocks’ limited endurance
to guarantee a sufficient device lifetime. One central approach is to even the wear on every
block to prevent a few blocks from getting worn out too rapidly. This is generally performed
by wear-leveling, which targets a uniform P/E count on every block of the device [61, 12].
Therefore, the maximum capacity of the device can be guaranteed for a longer time.
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Figure 2.5: Flash Translation Layer example. An example of page-level mapping distinguish-
ing update frequencies in three categories: hot, warm and cold. In this thesis, we will often
exploit the fact that hot partitions represent a small capacity proportion of the device, while
at the same time a significant ratio of writes gets directed to them.
2.4.2 Garbage Collection
Copying the remaining valid data of a victim block represents a significant overhead, both
in terms of performance and lifetime. Therefore, it is crucial to select the data that will be
allocated onto the same block carefully in order provide an efficient storage system. Wu and
Zwaenepoel addressed this problem by regrouping data with similar update frequencies [61].
Hot data have a higher probability of being updated and invalidated soon, resulting in hot
blocks with a large amount of invalid pages that reduce the garbage collection overhead. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows an example FTL that identifies three different temperatures (i.e., update fre-
quencies), labeled as hot, warm, and cold. Literature is rich with new heuristics to identify
hot data [39, 11, 26, 52, 51].
2.4.3 Address Mapping
FTLs can chose different address mapping granularity. Two granularity types that are straight-
forward for NAND flash are the page-level and block-level granularity. The block-level map-
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ping requires a small mapping table, but generates expensive garbage collection overhead
when only a few pages per block must be updated. In contrast, the page-level mapping [24,
41] is much more flexible but requires a large translation table (typically stored in expensive
SRAM or DRAM) that is prohibitive for small storage systems with few resources available.
A cost-effective intermediate solution is to use a hybrid mapping. FTLs using this type of
mapping are called hybrid FTLs [15, 16, 36, 37, 39]. The device maintains two set of blocks
and maps them at a different granularity. A small set of blocks acts as a log buffer that is
mapped at the page level. The other set is called the data partition and represents the device
capacity. It is mapped at the block level. The purpose is to direct small random writes to the
log buffer so that they can be written back to the large data partition in-order as big chunks.
Furthermore, it also regroups data that is likely to be overwritten soon into the log buffer,
because invalidating a page from the page-level mapped region will generate a significantly
lower garbage collection overhead than invalidating a page from a block-level partition. Such
an FTL requires a decision level, to decide whether a data write should be directed to the
buffer or to the data partition. This decision can for example be taken based on the write
request size: relatively large sequential write requests are less likely to be updated in the near
future compared to small random writes.
2.5 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced background information on NAND flash technology. Specifically,
we compared the NAND and NOR architectures, discussed the mechanisms to read, program
and erase flash cells, listed the reliability limitations of this technology, and explained the role
of the FTLs. In the next chapter, we will discuss about the flash characterization process and
present the experiment platform that we design for it.
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3 Flash Characterization
In this chapter, we cover the basic principles for experimenting on NAND flash memory in
order to characterize undisclosed properties. We describe the limited set of outputs available
from a typical consumer chip and explain how to derive useful information out of it. We also
present the experimental setup that we built to perform all the characterizations presented
in this thesis.
3.1 Introduction
Characterizing flash devices is a common approach to unveil properties that are typically not
published in the manufacturers’ specification documents and difficult to predict from the
theory or models alone. For example, it can be used to extract statistics on a device perfor-
mance and quantify temporal or spatial variances. Furthermore, it can be used to observe
the effects of original ways to access the flash memory. Indeed, while flash memory is meant
to be written sequentially, it can also be used unconventionally, which will often have an
influence on its characteristics.
Many previous works proposed new programming schemes while relying on wrong assump-
tions that can be simply invalidated with a proper characterization of flash devices. A re-
current example is the assumption that the endurance of flash is solely dependent on the
number of erases that is performed on a block and not on the data that is programmed in
the cells. Accordingly, this led to numerous encoding technique proposals typically inspired
from Write-Once Memories (WOM) [27, 33, 20, 21], which consists of encoding a set of logical
bits on a larger number of cells. For example, a two write code would allow storing two bits
of information on three cells twice before requiring to erase their corresponding cells, which
would increase the effective written bits in the three cells to four bits per P/E cycles. Assum-
ing that the endurance is exclusively related to the P/E cycles, this would trivially bring an
endurance improvement. However, as we will discuss in the coming chapters, programming
a cell at an intermediate level or at the highest level will generate a significantly different
amount of wear and cell-to-cell interference. Specifically, reprogramming a page multiple
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Figure 3.1: A NAND flash black box model. The figure illustrates the limited interaction pos-
sible with a NAND flash chip.
times will inevitably increase the average programming voltage level of its cells, significantly
accelerate the cells degradation, and increase data disturbance, which would severely reduce
or even annihilate the benefits originally promised by the proposed encoding. Hence, we
believe that characterization is a critical step when designing a storage strategy that is not
covered by typical hardware specification documents.
Regarding NAND flash memory consumer chips, only a limited number of responses is ac-
cessible, such as the faulty bit count or the access latency. From these, the state of the device
can be somehow derived. Figure 3.1 illustrates the black box model of a NAND flash chip. We
can input data at a specific physical location and later read back the data and observe how
the data was degraded. It can also be useful to monitor the time it takes for each access to be
processed. In general, characterization involves cycling the flash device, that is, to program
and erase continuously a set of blocks of the flash device and observe how the performance
and bit error rate is affected depending on the access patterns. Yet, many factors should be
taken into consideration when designing a characterization experiment in order to provide
meaningful information, such as the ambient temperature, the cycling frequency, or the data
patterns that are programmed. In this chapter, we will present the typical responses that we
can measure during the characterization experiments and describe all the factors that we
know of and that can have an effect on those responses. In the next section, we start describ-
ing the set of response that we can typically extract from a NAND flash chip.
3.2 Measured Responses
The process of characterizing a device consists in sending stimuli to a device, often repre-
senting a typical usage environment, while collecting and monitoring the responses or state
of the device, which we will discuss in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Access Latency
In NAND flash memory, the program and erase latencies are subject to variations. In con-
trast, read accesses remain relatively constant throughout the device’s lifetime. Furthermore,
we can observe that the programming and erasing times can deviate depending on other fac-
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tors (e.g., cell condition, ambient temperature) that we will cover in further detail in the next
section. One interesting feature is that the more a cell is damaged, the shorter is the pro-
gramming time [22, 17]. Hence, depending on the time it takes to program a page, it might
be possible to evaluate approximately its current health and get a sense of the remaining
endurance of a page. As seen in Section 2.3, LSB and MSB programming times are very dis-
tinctive. Therefore, the program latency is also a good mean to understand whether we are
programming an LSB or MSB page, which is helpful to identify the position of every LSB and
MSB page within a block. This helps to recover the internal page mapping, which is not neces-
sarily specified by the manufacturer. Regarding the erase latency, in contrast to the program
latency, it increases progressively with cells wearing out. The accumulated charges trapped
into the oxide layer make it more difficult for the erase process to achieve a satisfying voltage
level.
In order to evaluate the time it takes to perform a programming or erasing command as well
as any flash command, we can probe the busy signal provided by the ONFI interface. This
signal becomes active (low) whenever a command is being processed by the flash memory
and is released once the command is processed. Therefore, every time the flash is read, pro-
grammed or erased, we can accurately evaluate the time that it takes to perform the operation
internally simply by measuring the pulse width of this busy signal. It should be noted that ad-
vanced features allowing interleaving commands (e.g., caching, multi-banking) hide at least
partially the time it takes to perform a single command and will not allow the command time
to be evaluated properly. Hence, during our experiments, we enforced regular basic accesses
in order to recover the processing time of every access to the flash memory.
3.2.2 Error Count
The voltage threshold of a programmed cell changes over time for multiple reasons. For exam-
ple, charges regularly leak out of the floating gate, which will decrease the voltage threshold
of a cell as a function of time. Another example comes from the capacitive effects occur-
ring when neighboring cells get programmed, which increases the voltage threshold of every
inactive cell nearby. Sometimes, this variation of voltage can be sufficient to shift towards an-
other voltage level, resulting in a bit flipping. The probability for this event to occur is tightly
coupled with the cell condition. A damaged cell will leak significantly more charges than a
healthy one. Hence, the error rate allows us to appreciate the current condition of a cell. Yet,
other factors might influence the instantaneous error rate and it is important to average them
out to remove any bias in this type of measurement. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3.2,
the error rate is very sensitive to the written data and will vary significantly from one cycle to
another.
Counting the amount of faulty bits simply consists in counting how many bits are different
between the written and read data. In a real system, counting the number of faulty bits is
left to the ECC unit, which can evaluate from the coded data how many bits (or multi-bit
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Figure 3.2: Bit error rate with respect to P/E cycles. The bit error rate evaluated right after
programming a page is reported against the P/E cycles. The variance is significant from one
measurement to the one that follows. Therefore, in practice, evaluating the current health of
a page cannot be based on a single measurement. Instead, it would require to average a set
of measurements.
symbols) are corrected. Of course, past a certain number of errors, the ECC unit capability
would be exceeded and would prevent us to assess this number. Therefore, we do not rely on
an ECC unit for our experiments; instead, we register the data that was written.
3.2.3 Energy
Another information that can be measured from outside the chip is the energy consump-
tion. Thereby, the energy required to read, program and erase can be characterized. Further
analysis would allow to model the energy consumption associated to the programmed data
pattern. Yet, energy is one response that we did not consider in our evaluations.
3.3 Influencing Factors
The flash performance can be influenced by a large set of factors that we will list and de-
scribe in this section. In order to illustrate the way the main factors interact with the device,
we propose a gray-box model of the flash page degradation in Figure 3.3 and will refer to it
throughout this section. The inputs of this model include the data written to each page, the
time between two accesses and the ambient temperature; for the output we only consider
the BER here. Similar models could be built for access latency and energy consumption.
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Figure 3.3: Gray-box model of flash pages degradation. This figures depicts a relatively high
level and simplified description of the possible interactions between factors and flash page
health. Several aspects are not considered here such as cells being in MLC or a cell-to-cell
interference limited to direct neighbors.
3.3.1 Cell Condition
The cell condition drives the retention capability of the memory cells. Worn out memory
cells will leak charges more rapidly than healthy cells, rendering them unreliable at some
point. In Figure 3.3, this interaction is represented by the arrow between the Cell health and
Data retention boxes. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, damaged cells will tend
to get programmed faster than brand new cells [22, 17], which has been verified with our
experimental setup. One side effect of a faster programming is that each programming steps
become larger and therefore less precise; consequently, the probability to overshoot a cell
programming increases. Furthermore, the cells’ condition degrades with P/E cycling, hence
it can also be considered a response or consequence of a characterization process. Yet, the
degree of damage experienced by a cell cannot be probed directly from typical interfaces.
Therefore, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, we estimate the cells condition of a page by relying
on the fact that it correlates with the BER.
3.3.2 Write Data Pattern
The data to be stored on a cell is encoded into a voltage level. Hence, the written data pattern
defines the voltage levels being programmed in a page, which is a factor that correlates with
several effects that we will discuss in the next three subsections.
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Wear
A first effect that correlates with the data patterns written to flash is the wear, or damage, as-
sociated to each programming level. This correlation is illustrated in Figure 3.3 by the path
between the Write data input and the Cell health. The damage done to a cell depends largely
on the actions that are applied to it. Accordingly, if a cell stays at the erased state during a P/E
cycle, fewer charges will transit through the oxide layer; consequently, it will suffer less dam-
age than if it were programmed to a higher level. This effect is often overlooked for a regular
use case, where we can assume a uniform distribution of cell programming levels, which can
then be averaged out. However, it becomes a key aspect for this thesis, for which we purposely
unbalance the programming levels within blocks (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6). Accordingly, in
this thesis, we will present a characterization experiment to analyze the degradation speed of
cells for most of the technique that we will introduce.
Voltage Level Reliability
The second effect relates to the retention data capability: all voltage levels are not equal in this
aspect. This effect on the retention is illustrated in Figure 3.3 by the arrow between the Write
data input and the Wear. For example, the leaking current that empties progressively the
memory cells correlates with the amount of charges trapped in the floating gates, therefore
on the voltage level. Accordingly, the lowest voltage levels are more resistant to leakage, espe-
cially the erase state, which is the lowest level and will not change its state by losing charges.
Reversely, the highest voltage level are less affected by capacitive effects than the lowest ones.
Cai et al. give some insights on that topic by experimenting on a flash chip and reporting a bit
error rate breakdown for every voltage level [6]. Overall, the data retention capacity of every
voltage levels will largely depend on the threshold levels defined by the manufacturer. It will
also be influenced by the longevity of the stored data, which defines how long cells will leak
before being updated.
Neighboring Disturbance
The last effect concerns the disturbances that occur between neighboring cells. Flash mem-
ory technology is dense; consequently, the floating gates that capture the charges are rela-
tively close to each other. This proximity incurs capacitive effects that have an influence on
the storage reliability: when a cell is programmed to a higher voltage, the resulting voltage
shift pushes the neighboring cell voltage a bit higher. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3.3 by
the path between the Write data of Page i to the BER output of Page i − 1. During a pro-
gramming phase, the current neighboring capacitive effects are taken into account when
charging the floating gates; hence, past interferences can be ‘absorbed’ that way. Indeed,
the program/verify approach rely on the current voltage threshold that is read on a cell, and
it will stop programming a cell, when an absolute voltage level is reached. Yet, after a cell is
programmed, it is very likely that a neighboring cell will be programmed in the near future
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(except for the last page of a block). This neighboring programming increases the capacitive
effect in function of the voltage shift applied on the neighboring cells: a larger voltage shift
will generate more disturbance. Hence, the worst-case disturbance for a cell is to have its
neighbors programmed from the erase state to the highest voltage level, while the cell stays
at the same level. In typical MLC devices, this scenario can only be experienced by cells
staying at the erased state; in any other state, the partial programming makes this scenario
impossible. This explains why manufacturers set a larger step between the erased state to
the next voltage level than any other step. For SLC devices, there are two levels, so the worst
case happens frequently, but does not have the same consequences than MLC devices, due
to its large voltage threshold margins. Therefore, the data that is programmed on a page has
a significant effect on the data that is stored on its neighbors. Accordingly, the experiment
setup must take proper care to avoid writing patterns that would severely bias the results.
3.3.3 Time
A third factor affecting the storage reliability is time. As seen in Chapter 2, flash cells leak
charges over time. The influence of time on data retention is pictured in Figure 3.3 by the
arrow between the clock and the Data retention block.
Although time has a negative effect on the stored data, it also has a recovery effect on the
cell health. This influence is illustrated in Figure 3.3 by the arrow between the clock and the
Wear block. The stress sustained by flash cells during P/E cycles translates into charges being
trapped in the cell oxide layer, which weaken its insulation property. Reversely, during long
periods of resting time absent of any programming of erasing process on a set of cells, charges
progressively get detrapped from the oxide layer, which restores somehow the oxide proper-
ties and the corresponding cells’ health. This effect is known as the recovery process [45].
When characterizing the BER with respect to factors other than time, it is important to ensure
that the various factors tested do not significantly change the experiment total time. For
example, assuming an experiment based on two different benchmarks with one taking three
weeks of cycling and the other half of it, their results would not be entirely comparable, as the
second benchmark would not have benefited the same recovery process level.
On the other hand, if time is the desired factor to consider, experiments requiring to assess
the flash cells state after long period of time will obviously be time consuming and not prac-
tical. Fortunately, in some cases, temperature can accelerate the effects being characterized
and may reduce significantly the experiment time.
3.3.4 Temperature
Temperature is a factor that influences reaction rates by providing more or less energy to
the particles of a system. Concerning flash memory, electrons at a higher temperature will
have a higher probability to have the energy necessary to leave the floating gate; therefore,
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high temperature increases the chance of charges to leak and reduces the retention time of
cells. Similarly, temperature affects the charges trapped into the oxide layer and the recovery
process described in the previous subsection. Accordingly, Lue et al. [40] suggest extending
regular flash memory architectures by inserting local heaters, which would increase the tem-
perature of blocks being erased to high levels in order to heal them in the process and, as
a result, increase flash memory endurance. Furthermore, the temperature factor is used by
manufacturers to emulate in a short time the charge loss that would occur on a long period.
Thereby, it becomes possible to estimate the retention time corresponding to a given cell
state and error correcting strength. Hence, in Figure 3.3, temperature interactions in the sys-
tem are similar to time. In our experiments, we will also use this fact to verify whether the
techniques that we propose are affected by time.
3.3.5 Reference Threshold Voltage
Besides the reliability difference between threshold voltage levels discussed in Section 3.3.2,
the reference threshold voltage during the read out of a page can be a factor influencing the
amount of faulty bits that we read. In some very recent NAND flash chips, manufacturers
give access to advanced internal control of their decoding circuits. Specifically, it enables
flash controllers to set the voltage threshold references that are used to read a page. Thereby,
voltage shifts due to charge leakage over significant amount of time can be addressed to a
certain extent by adapting the voltage threshold accordingly. This factor can be useful to
assess the voltage shift over time or to characterize the variance in the cell voltage distribution
after some specific manipulation. In our case, we did not have access to such flash memory
chips, but its potential for characterization has already been demonstrated by Cai et al. [7].
We did not include this factor in the model of Figure 3.3.
3.3.6 Physical Cell Position
The cell and page position within a block affects its exposure to stress. The stress experi-
enced is largely dependent on the events occurring in the neighborhood. Hence, cells and
pages physically located on the boundaries of a block will generally show different degrada-
tion speed than pages located in the center. Furthermore, depending on the page program-
ming sequence and page mapping architecture, the cell-to-cell interference might be unbal-
anced between one page to another. Hence, when characterizing mechanisms applied on
a subset of pages within a block, it is important to make sure that the results are indepen-
dent from the page position to not bias the results. Typically, alternating the pages from one
block to another on which the studied mechanism is characterized will allow averaging out
the physical position factor.
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3.4 Experimental Setup
In this section, we present the experimental setup that we built for characterizing NAND flash
chips and describe several specific features that we introduced in order to have full control
over the factors presented in the previous section.
3.4.1 Architecture
The system is based on an FPGA board [19] that embeds a USB interface used here to collect
the experiment output from a computer, and various General Purpose I/O (GPIO) pins, which
are used in this setup to interface NAND flash chips. The general architecture is illustrated by
Figure 3.4. We interface ONFI [49] compliant TSOP-48 NAND flash chips, which is a package
commonly found in USB stick drives and SSDs. Those chips do not implement any address
translation and let us access directly the raw flash storage, which is not possible with typical
flash storage media such as SD memory cards or flash drives.
Characterizing flash memory often requires reading and writing thousands of GB of data in
total. Therefore, it is vital to optimize the time it takes to perform a single read or write trans-
action. For this, we developed a custom flash controller that is optimized for our experiment
process. Specifically, it features a 32-bit Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR) module to read-
/write pseudo random pattern from/to the NAND flash memory, a register to count the num-
ber of faulty bits, and a timer connected to the Ready/Busy line of the NAND flash chip. The
timer is used to characterize the time it takes for read, program and erase commands to com-
plete. The error counts and timing data are transmitted through USB to a host computer,
which can afterwards perform statistics on the experiment results. For a 1-week experiment,
this data represents a total size on the order of 10GB.
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3.4.2 Characterization Procedure
Characterization experiments usually consists of repeating the followings steps thousands of
times: (1) erasing every block considered for the experiment, (2) programming them with ran-
dom data, and later (3) reading the data back to count how many bits flipped in the storage.
Although a few variations are applied for specific experiments, this is the general procedure
of an experiment.
The three steps described correspond to one experiment cycle. During our experiments, we
make sure that the cycle frequency stays constant overall the experiment in order to have
balanced and comparable cycles. Indeed, not only the flash timings change over time, but
also the experiment might involve cycles with variable amount of data written. Hence, if
not safeguarded, some cycles would be significantly shorter than others are and generate a
bias on the flash characterization. Intuitively, one can think that this bias could come from
variable retention times: shorter cycles would leave less time for the cells to leak after being
programmed. However, although one cycle might last multiple times longer than another,
a single cycle over 100 blocks generally takes less than five minutes to complete and over
this time scale the retention effect is not significant. Yet, we can observe a bias from the
recovery time, which applies over the total experiment duration. Thereby, for an experiment
that takes weeks, the recovery time reduction starts to become significant with the P/E cycles
progressively becoming shorter because of the programming latency getting shorter. This
bias is not representative of a typical use case: an application will not necessarily program
a device more often simply because the programming latency lowers. Therefore, we fix the
cycle period to the slowest cycle for the complete experiment.
In order to prevent unbalanced written pattern to bias the results, we write pseudo-random
data into the flash. This is performed with the dedicated LFSR, which avoids having to go
through the CPU or the memory to read and write the flash memory and maximizes the
throughput. Thereby, in order to program a flash page, the CPU only has to initialize the
LFSR with a pattern that is kept in memory for later reference. Thereafter, the LFSR directly
feeds the flash memory bus with consecutive bytes. To read back the random pattern and
count the number of faulty bits, the CPU initializes the LFSR with the pattern that was used
to write the page previously and initiate a read procedure. For each byte read, we accumulate
into a register the hamming distance between the byte coming from the flash memory bus
and the LFSR. At the end of the page reading, the register will report the total number of faulty
bits.
While these safeguards are sufficient to provide reliable results in the general case, specific
experiments might require more caution in the design of experiment. These will be discussed
in the next chapters together with the corresponding experiments.
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3.5 Related Work
Many researchers rely on characterization to propose different storage strategies, to define
models describing low-level aspects of device, or simply to give insights on unpublished prop-
erties. We will list some of them here.
Mielke et al. [45] study the recovery process of flash memory cells discussed in Section 3.3.3.
Over time, when the cells are not stressed, trapped charges tend to leave progressively the
oxide layer, which corresponds to the cell healing or recovering. Accordingly, Mielke et al. let
the cell recover for variable amount of time to characterize the recovery effect. In particular,
they use the fact that high temperatures accelerate this effect to simulate long periods by
baking the flash in an oven at 125˚C.
Joo et al. [32] designed an energy characterization platform for NOR flash memory chips to
measure the energy consumption associated to each programming level and find significant
differences between them. Accordingly, they propose to trade off some of the storage den-
sity for energy reduction by favoring some data patterns with an energy-aware encoding ap-
proach that minimizes the data programming energy cost.
On a similar idea, Grupp et al. [22] designed a characterization platform for NAND flash mem-
ory chips to measure the energy consumption and latency associated to the programming,
reading and erasing. Without prior knowledge on the partial programming scheme of MLC
described in Section 2.3, they identify the difference in energy and time required to program
LSB and MSB pages. Furthermore, they acknowledge the fact that the programming time de-
creases with the cells aging. Accordingly, they propose several strategies to adapt the write
performance depending on the workload.
Desnoyers [17] characterizes the performance and endurance of several SLC and MLC NAND
flash chips and compares his measurements with the numbers specified by the manufactur-
ers. Similarly to Grupp et al., Desnoyers finds that the programming latency decreases as
the cells get weaker. Furthermore, he evaluates the degradation speed and endurance of the
chips and estimates it to be around two orders of magnitude larger than specified. Yet, during
this evaluation, only a single page is worn out, which does not allow assessing the disturbance
effects. Furthermore, the written data is read right after being programmed; therefore, the re-
tention time is not considered, which would be essential to compare the endurance with the
specification.
Later, Grupp et al. [23] characterized a large set of SLC and MLC NAND flash chips from var-
ious node process sizes. They evidenced the degradation of NAND flash memory character-
istics, when going for smaller process sizes and larger densities. Both latency and endurance
are degraded with smaller cells and if this trend persists in the future, some important char-
acteristics of flash memory storage will not be as appealing as they are today. Our work con-
tributes to find original and architectural solutions to break this tendency.
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On a 30 nm class NAND flash chip, Cai et al. [6] characterize separately various sources and
types of error. Examples of error sources and types that they consider are read disturb, pro-
gram disturb, erase errors and retention errors. Furthermore, they identify pages within
a block that are systematically more reliable than their neighbors are. They compare how
each type of error contributes to the global BER and conclude that the retention time is the
most significant factor, although it is difficult to compare factors having completely unrelated
units.
Other pieces of work [13, 4] characterize full flash storage systems, which include the FTL. In
this type of experiments, the results are mainly dependent on the FTL efficiency rather than
the underlying characteristics of the flash. In this thesis, we restrict our characterization to
low-level physical properties and exclusively experiment on raw NAND flash chips.
All these pieces of work helped progressively the scientific community to get a deeper under-
standing of flash memory [18]. We hope that our work will serve the same purpose and help
the community to propose new relevant storage strategies.
3.6 Conclusion
Experimenting on real flash memory is the most reliable way to validate assumptions when
defining novel ways to access the flash memories that involve unspecified mechanisms. De-
signing reliable experiments highlighting only the effects from the set of factors that we are in-
terested in requires understanding the various factors influencing flash performance. Many
bright ideas have to be rejected simply because they are built on wrong assumptions. In this
chapter, we detailed the various factors that must enter into consideration when character-
izing neglected physical properties of NAND flash memory. We presented our experimental
setup and described how to prevent undesired factors to bias the results. We discussed the
general procedure of the experimentation, leaving more specific aspects to be described later,
in corresponding chapters. In the next chapters, we will propose unconventional methods
that change the way flash is degraded. For those methods, it is crucial to provide a good char-
acterization of their effects in order to qualify them adequately for actual storage systems.
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Wear
In this chapter, we present and characterize a first example of neglected physical property.
Specifically, we evaluate on real flash chips the wear difference when programming one ver-
sus two bits in an MLC. Thanks to these experiments, we contradict previous beliefs expect-
ing that writing a single bit would reduce the total number of bit writable during a flash device
lifetime compared to a regular use of MLC. With these findings, we bring flash storage devices
more flexibility and potential to improve both performance and lifetime.
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 2.4, Hybrid-FTLs [15, 16, 36, 37, 39] try to simultaneously achieve the
benefits of coarse and fine grained mappings by dividing the flash memory into two regions:
(1) a large data partition, which is addressed at the block-level, and (2) a small log buffer par-
tition (typically less than 10% of the storage capacity), which is addressed at the page-level.
Considering that a significant amount of write accesses gets directed to the small buffer par-
tition, previous work [11, 26, 52, 47] proposed to build the small buffer partition from SLC
flash, which provides high performance and low energy consumption but poor density, and
the larger data partition on MLC of lower performance but higher density. As a result, the
flash device has the potential to exhibit performances comparable to SLC (particularly for
frequent local updates) while keeping the area efficiency of MLC to a great extent. However,
these authors largely disregarded the effect of such SLC-MLC partitioning on the device life-
time. All the previous pieces of work suggest managing the SLC and MLC partitions as dis-
tinct physical parts, which can lead to a serious reduction in lifetime. We show that such a
configuration can reduce the lifetime by more than half compared to a regular MLC device,
assuming typical buffer sizes and utilization. Importantly, MLC endurance is already one or-
der of magnitudes shorter than SLC endurance [23]. Consequently, any further reduction of
lifetime may jeopardize the use of SLC-MLC partitions in a practical system, despite their sig-
nificant advantages in performance and density. Figure 4.1(a) suggests how the extensive use
of the buffer partition, due to a particular application write pattern, results in an unbalanced
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Figure 4.1: Hard versus soft partitioning. A hybrid-FTL redirects small writes to a page-level
mapped buffer and directs large sequential writes directly to the block-level mapped data
partition. The buffer uses SLC to benefit from low write latency and low energy, while the
data uses MLC for density. When writes are unbalanced across buffer and data, a hard par-
tition will wear faster than the other, while soft partitioning (the contribution of the present
chapter) allows balancing the wear on the global device.
stress causing the device to fail well before most of its cells deteriorate above their maximum
wear level (the large data partition is still healthy).
Accordingly, we introduce in this chapter Libra, a soft SLC-MLC partitioning architecture that
maximizes the device lifetime by dynamically changing the physical allocation of the buffer
in order to balance the cumulated stress of each individual flash block. Such technique relies
on the fact that an MLC can be managed as an SLC while largely keeping the performance
benefits of a physical SLC. Figure 4.1(b) illustrates a device implementing Libra, where the
buffer uses SLC-mode and each cell has a cumulated wear from MLC- and SLC-mode that
can be globally balanced. The proposed soft partitioning is built from a single flash tech-
nology instead of two for the hard partitions, which simplifies many aspects of the storage
architecture. Furthermore, it can be adapted to existing hybrid-FTLs with minimal effort to
significantly increase the device lifetime (between 1.5–10× for typical scenarios), while dis-
playing the same benefits in performance, energy and density than hard partitioning. Libra
is practical and attractive, enhancing an MLC device with performances close to SLC at a
modest penalty in density while still being able to provide lifetimes slightly superior to MLC
at virtually no extra cost.
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4.2 SLC-MLC Hybrid Storage
In this section, we introduce SLC-MLC hybrid storages and provide a model to quantify their
lifetime. MLC devices store multiple bits per memory cell providing a larger bit density
and hence a smaller cost per bit. However, manipulating MLCs is trickier than SLCs: the
higher precision required to differentiate the multiple voltage levels translates into about 3–
4× slower page programs and consumes more energy [22]. Furthermore, because of reduced
margins between the voltage thresholds, MLC is more sensitive than SLC to charge losses and
neighboring cell interferences that typically affect flash reliability, which translates into about
an order of magnitude shorter endurance [23]. Therefore, MLC offers a higher bit density
than SLC at the expense of a lower performance, higher energy consumption, and reduced
lifetime.
Hybrid flash devices combine one or more SLC devices to act as buffer with one or more MLC
devices to implement the data partition; their purpose is to improve the device performance:
the more hot data (frequently updated data) directed to the log buffer, the closer the hybrid
device performance is to that of an SLC-only device. Log buffers need to be carefully dimen-
sioned and the smaller the buffer partition can be made, the higher the bit density of the
flash device. This is a well understood trade-off between cost and performance [52]. Yet, the
impact of such partitioning on the device lifetime is critical and must be carefully considered.
Depending on the application write pattern, an unbalanced wear can occur between the
buffer and data partitions, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Each partition lifetime is proportional
to its technology endurance and capacity, and inversely proportional to the ratio of writes
directed to it. For example, let us consider a budget of 100 cells, allocate 5% for an SLC buffer
and the rest to the MLC data partition. Considering that the endurance of an SLC is about 10
times larger than of an MLC [23] and, for this particular example, that each partition receives
50% of the writes, in this scenario, compared to an MLC-only device receiving 100% of the
writes, the normalized MLC-data partition lifetime is
LD =
CapacityDATA
CapacityTOTAL
WritesDATA
WritesTOTAL
= 0.95
0.5
= 1.9. (4.1)
On the other hand, the SLC partition allocates only 5% of the cells and each cell has ten times
the endurance of an MLC but can store only half of the bits of an MLC, which translates to
2.5% of the capacity of an MLC-only device; accordingly, the normalized lifetime of the SLC
partition corresponds to
LB =
CapacityBUFFER
CapacityTOTAL
· EnduranceSLCEnduranceMLC
WritesBUFFER
WritesTOTAL
= 0.025 ·10
0.5
= 0.5. (4.2)
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This indicates that a device with such a hybrid configuration will last half of the time of an
MLC-only device, which is already significantly shorter than the lifetime of an SLC-only de-
vice.
In order to model analytically the lifetime of a hybrid flash device, we defineφSLC andφMLC as
the proportion of writes directed to the buffer and data partitions, respectively, with φSLC+
φMLC = 1. Let ρSLC and ρMLC respectively be the ratios of the device’s cells allocated to the
buffer and data. We define LB and LD as the buffer and data partition lifetimes, functions of
the partition size and ratio of writes directed to it. The partition lifetimes are normalized to
an MLC-only device’s lifetime that would receive 100% of the writes. We will use this MLC-
only baseline as a lifetime reference throughout this chapter. Considering an n-bit per cell
technology and an SLC endurance comparatively γ times larger, the lifetime of the buffer LB
is
LB = γ ·ρSLC
n ·φSLC
. (4.3)
The data partition lifetime is expressed as follow:
LD = ρMLC
φMLC
. (4.4)
A device on hard partitions will die as soon as the first of its partition wears out. Accordingly,
a hard partition lifetime corresponds to the minimum out of its partition lifetime:
LH =min(LB,LD). (4.5)
Assuming MLC (n=2 and γ=10), Figure 4.2 plots Equation (4.5) and represents the device
lifetime, normalized to an MLC-only device, for different buffer sizes ρSLC, and function of
φSLC, the ratio of writes directed to the log buffer. We observe that for reasonable buffer sizes
(i.e., ρSLC<10%), the lifetime of hybrid devices drops significantly when more than 25% of
writes are directed to the buffer. Around one fifth of the cells should be allocated to the buffer
to ensure a lifetime close to the MLC-only’s. Because the buffer does not account for capacity,
this would result in a significant density cost.
The main issue of hard partitioning is the inability to share the wear between its partitions.
This, as shown in Figure 4.2, can seriously compromise the viability of hybrid devices. There-
fore, part of the previous work on hard partitions proposed heuristics to restrict the hot write
ratio artificially to a predefined range. However, this approach breaks the purpose of the
buffer partition and will inevitably generate more garbage collection overhead and degrade
performances. In the following section, we introduce Libra, which builds on soft partitions
to share and balance the stress on the whole device and maximize its lifetime without being
concerned by the hot write ratio.
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Figure 4.2: Hard partitions lifetime model for different buffer sizes as a function of the
write ratio to the buffer. The model is normalized to a 2-bit MLC-only flash device lifetime.
We illustrate the 5% buffer size lifetime construct by plotting both the buffer and data parti-
tion lifetime components. For large sequential writes, where a FTL will more likely bypass the
buffer, the device lifetime is bounded to the data partition on the left. Small and frequently
updated writes will wear out the buffer first, limiting the device lifetime to the buffer parti-
tion. For reasonably sized SLC buffers, lifetime is reduced by up to one order of magnitude
compared to an MLC-only device.
4.3 Libra: Soft Partitions to Balance Wear
Libra relies on soft partitions to break the rigidity of hard partitioning by changing the phys-
ical placement of the SLC-mode log buffer depending on the device wear [28]. This is made
possible by the fact that MLC can be managed in software as SLC achieving better perfor-
mance. We have actually used real chips and validated experimentally that the performance
of an MLC managed as an SLC are very similar to the ones exhibited by an SLC device. We
propose the FTL to keep track of the cumulative wear (SLC- and MLC-mode) to decide dy-
namically the best physical allocation.
4.3.1 Faster MLC: Managing MLC as SLC
MLC can also be used to store a single bit instead of two and recover the performance and en-
ergy consumption benefits of SLC [54, 22]. Figure 4.3 illustrates the programming sequence
of a 2-bit MLC, as described in Section 2.3 and that we remind here. Interestingly, program-
ming only the LSB of MLC shows performances very similar to SLC, which motivated previous
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Figure 4.3: Programming of a 2-bit MLC. Using cells in SLC-mode consists of programming
only the first bit of each cell.
researchers [38, 22] to propose the use of MLC as SLC to benefit from higher performances
opportunistically. This is done without breaking the page programming sequentiality con-
straint nor compromising the stored data. Thereby, performance is obtained at the expense
of density in an MLC device. Such way of manipulating an MLC is referred to as SLC-mode in
this thesis. In this work, we propose to go one step further and dynamically change the phys-
ical allocation of the buffer to globally balance the wear. Accordingly, when a block allocated
to the buffer has accumulated significantly more wear than a data block, both blocks will be
swapped.
4.3.2 Software-Controlled Log Buffer
Whereas hard partitioning is typically built on heterogeneous SLC and MLC hardware, the
soft-partition scheme applies to a completely homogeneous hardware architecture made
only of one or more MLC chips. Figure 4.4 illustrates soft and hard partitioning examples
for a possible architecture made of a microcontroller connected to three channels of several
flash chips. On Figure 4.4(a), the device built on hard partitions has multiple MLC chips
and a single SLC chip, whereas on Figure 4.4(b), the device is composed exclusively of MLC
chips using soft partitions. Architecturally, soft partitioning can offer many benefits. In this
example, as opposed to hard partitions, the bandwidth to the buffer would not be limited
to one channel. Instead, because the buffer can be distributed on all the chips, multiple
channels can be accessed in parallel to write the buffer, as well as multiple chips in an in-
terleaved fashion. Furthermore, the evictions from the buffer do not necessarily require an
expensive off-chip migration, but can potentially be performed on-chip. Finally, soft parti-
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Figure 4.4: Hard and soft partitioning architecture examples. Hard partitioning relies on a
mix of SLC and MLC devices, while soft partitioning is built on a homogeneous MLC fabric.
On both example, the storage controller is connected to three channels with four flash chips
each. On hard partitions, only one chip is SLC, which is the only one allocated to the buffer.
While on soft partitioning, the buffer can be distributed on every chip. This enables multi-
ple advantageous features that are not covered here, such as cheap on-chip buffer-to-data
migrations, large write bandwidth to the buffer, or a resizable buffer.
tioning does not restrict the buffer size to a physical constraint; hence, in order to improve
performance, the buffer size could be expanded when the device capacity is not completely
used or by using MLC-mode for some of the buffer blocks, dynamically trading off write la-
tency for buffer capacity. Yet, in this work, we decided to not cover those advantages and
focus on the raw benefits of soft partitioning. Thereby, the changes to implement Libra are
kept minimal, while its improvements are already significant and conservative. Libra is able
to write selectively regions of the flash chip(s) to SLC-mode or MLC-mode at will, with the
intention to distribute the wear evenly throughout the whole device. While small buffers are
likely to die first for hard partitions, soft partitioning can spread the localized stress over the
complete device.
Classical wear leveling algorithms periodically switch cold and hot blocks in order to even
their P/E cycle counts and balance the wear on the whole device. Typically, when a hot block
is evicted from the log buffer and erased, the wear-leveling logic compares P/E counts of this
block with the coldest block (i.e., with the smallest P/E count) and decides whether to swap
them; for example, when the P/E count difference reaches some threshold. Upon a swap,
every page of the cold block is copied into the evicted hot block, and the cold block is then
erased and allocated to the buffer. Figure 4.5 illustrates the evolution of a device mixing SLC-
and MLC-mode on soft partitions and shows how careful wear balancing can avoid the pre-
mature death that is likely to happen in the hard partitioned architectures proposed in all
previous work. Focusing on the leftmost physical block, one can see how this is initially allo-
cated to the buffer, thus managed as SLC, then is invalidated and freed from both partitions
to be later allocated to the data partition, managed as MLC. Such transitions are naturally
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Figure 4.5: Software-controlled log buffer. A practical scenario of a hybrid-FTL, where
blocks regularly alternate between SLC- and MLC-mode in order to balance the overall wear.
triggered by the wear-leveling algorithm. Notice that the wear of the block increases through
time and is a result of both the periods when the block is programmed as SLC and as MLC.
4.3.3 Libra Implementation
Implementing Libra in hybrid-FTLs is straightforward, because hybrid-FTLs already incorpo-
rate the data structures and mechanisms required for it. Regarding the mode identification
(i.e., SLC or MLC), hybrid-FTLs use one bit in the spare bytes of the first page of a block to
differentiate a log-buffer block from a data block. Considering that every log-buffer block is
used in SLC-mode with Libra, then the SLC-MLC classification is implicit to this differentia-
tion. The only difference with a hybrid-FTL using exclusively MLC-mode, is that only half of
the raw log-buffer capacity will be used. Accordingly, whenever we access a log-buffer block,
only LSB pages will be referenced. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6, where block A has been
set to SLC-mode. Importantly, it is not necessary to allocate memory in the translation table
to save explicitly all MSB pages’ state; indeed, when a block is used in SLC-mode, every MSB
page is implicitly considered idle.
Although implementing Libra on hybrid-FTL is simple, it does not mean that it is bounded
to this class of FTLs. In fact, it can perfectly be implemented by any type of FTL, such as
page-level mapped FTLs. The only requirement is to be able to differentiate blocks allocated
in SLC- and MLC-mode and have a level of decision choosing whether a data should be writ-
ten in either of these modes. Generally, page-level mapped FTLs implement a hot/cold filter,
much like hybrid FTLs, to regroup data likely to be updated soon together in the same blocks,
resulting in hot blocks made of many invalidated pages, which reduces garbage collection
overhead. Accordingly, for those FTLs, data categorized as hot could be written in SLC-mode.
However, as opposed to classical hybrid-FTLs and hard partitions, the number of hot blocks
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would not be bounded to a fixed number. Such flexibility can be exploited easily in page-
level FTLs implementing Libra and would reduce garbage collection overheads compared to
hard partitions schemes. However, it is difficult to evaluate the performance of page-level
mappings accurately, because to start observing the effects of the garbage collection would
require executing each traces many times, which would then bias the locality and the write
ratio to the buffer. Therefore, we evaluate only hybrid-FTL architectures for a fair compar-
ison, as their performance do not get improved by the use of Libra alone and the garbage
collection effect can be observed much sooner. Thereby, we can concentrate on the lifetime
improvements of our approach.
Importantly, the FTL needs to consider a global wear metric that includes the effects of both,
the MLC-mode and SLC-mode, to be able to implement a regular wear leveling algorithm.
Such metric is the foundation of our proposed Libra and will be detailed in the following
subsection.
4.3.4 Libra Lifetime Model
We evaluate the lifetime of a flash device by the total amount of data written before wearing
out. This lifetime is inversely proportional to the average wear experienced when writing a bit
in a cell. Interestingly, this wear is correlated to the amount of charges being stored in a cell.
Hence, a partial programming (i.e., SLC-mode) would generate less wear than a full program-
ming (i.e., MLC). This is verified experimentally on real chips in Section 4.4. Let ωSLC be the
relative wear associated to writing a bit in SLC-mode with respect to the wear per written bit
in MLC. Libra uses blocks alternately in SLC- or MLC-mode, while still being able to evaluate
the cumulative wear of each individual block. Hence, the lifetime of a device implementing
Libra is function to the write ratio directed to the buffer, φSLC. In the one extreme, when the
MLC-mode is exclusively used (φSLC=0), the device lifetime is trivially equal to an MLC-only
device. In the other extreme, when the SLC-mode is exclusively used (φSLC=1), the device
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Table 4.1: MLC NAND Flash Chips Characteristics
Features C1 C2
Total size 32 Gb 32 Gb
Pages per block 128 256
Page size 8 kB 8 kB
Spare bytes 448 448
Read latency 130 µs 40–60 µs
LSB write lat. 330 µs 360 µs
MSB write lat. 1,750 µs 1,800 µs
Erase latency 4 ms 3 ms
Architecture ABL HBL
lifetime is defined by the wear of the SLC writes and corresponds to 1ωSLC . Note that despite
the larger read margin of the SLC-mode (larger than MLC, as discussed in Section 4.3.1), the
lifetime is different from a regular SLC device, because every block can potentially later be
allocated to MLC and is therefore restrained to the MLC endurance. Furthermore, contrarily
to hard partitions, the lifetime with Libra is not directly dependent to the buffer size: regard-
less of the soft partition being written, any physical flash block can be addressed on the flash
device. Still, similarly to hard partitions, for a given benchmark, the buffer size will influence
the garbage collection overhead and φSLC. Given the write ratio directed to the buffer, φSLC
the average wear normalized to the MLC wear is
1−φSLC+ωSLC ·φSLC = 1−φSLC · (1−ωSLC). (4.6)
Trivially, the lifetime of Libra, LS, normalized to MLC-only is the inverse of Equation (4.6),
which is
LS(φSLC)= 1
1−φSLC · (1−ωSLC)
. (4.7)
When ωSLC ≤ 1, Libra ensures a lifetime larger or equal to MLC-only. However, ωSLC is a pa-
rameter that cannot be found in typical specifications of MLC flash chips, as manufacturers
generally do not publish the SLC-mode characteristics in their documentation. In the next
section, we will describe how to extract this parameter experimentally from actual flash chips.
4.4 SLC-mode Characterization
In order to evaluate the relative wear of SLC-mode ωSLC with respect to MLC, we use the
FPGA-based platform described in Section 3.4 to extract experimentally this parameter for
two 30 nm class NAND flash chips from different manufacturers, whose characteristics are
listed in Table 4.1.
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The experiment consists in programming continuously a set of fifty flash blocks either in
SLC- or MLC-mode, while periodically measuring the BER. Specifically, we write random data
in every block, read them back to identify and count fault bits, erase the blocks, and start
over. We characterize several rates of SLC-mode by setting for each block a fixed predefined
SLC-mode frequency ranging from 0% to 99%. We report the results on Figure 4.7 for five
different SLC-mode frequencies and for the two chips. The graphs show how the BER evolves
with respect to the P/E cycles for the different sets of blocks. The BERs are averaged over
periods of 100 P/E cycles and, in order to measure the relative wear of the cells with the same
reference for every block, only MLC cycles are considered. Indeed, the SLC-mode superior
reliability systematically generates fewer bit errors than MLC. From the figure, we distinctly
see an effect from the SLC-mode frequency on the degradation speed: the more frequently
the SLC-mode is used, the slower becomes the degradation.
In order to quantify the effects of the SLC-mode on the device wear, we fit our results on
flash degradation models. In previous work related to flash memory characterization [46],
the growing BER in function of P/E cycles is generally modeled by the power function
BER(x)=αxβ+C . (4.8)
While this function fits relatively well the BER of individual pages, in our case, it did not fit
that well when averaging the BER of a set of pages. For the studied flash chips, we found
that adding a term of degree one to the power function fits accurately the average BER and
becomes:
BER(x)=αxβ+δ′x+C . (4.9)
We observed that the effects of SLC-mode will stretch linearly the reference curve on the P/E
cycle axis. Accordingly, we adapt Equation (4.9) to propose the equivalent form
BER(x)= (Ax)β+δAx+C , (4.10)
where β, δ, and C are constant for a chip. The A coefficient represents the degradation speed
and varies in function of the SLC-mode frequency; this is the effect that we want to evaluate.
We fit every set of data to Equation (4.10) by fixing the constant factors to the most satisfying
values, which results in marginal sum of squared residuals. The fitted curves and their cor-
responding parameters are provided in Figure 4.7. Our experiment confirms that SLC-mode
cycles generate less stress than regular MLC cycles and allows us to quantify it. Libra will
use this information to evaluate blocks wear based on their SLC and MLC cycle counts. Yet,
this experiment aggressively wears out the blocks by continuously writing them, which is not
representative of a realistic usage of the device. Therefore, we propose in the next subsection
another experiment that validates our measurements for a more realistic usage.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of SLC- and MLC-mode cell-degradation speed. P/E cycles are ap-
plied on five sets of blocks, each with a different SLC-mode cycle frequency. The BER is eval-
uated exclusively during MLC cycles. C2 degrades significantly faster than C1. For each chip,
we report the fitted constant parameters and the variable parameter A, which varies with the
SLC-mode ratio. As anticipated, SLC-mode cycles generate clearly less stress to the cells than
MLC cycles.
4.4.1 Considering the Recovery Factor
Although applying continuously P/E cycles on flash cells allows reducing the experiment
time, it does not represent a realistic scenario. In a real system, the cells are written at a
much lower frequency, which gives time for trapped charges to leave the oxide after a while,
healing the cells. This phenomenon is known as the recovery process [45, 46].
In order to take into account the recovery effect when evaluating the SLC-mode wear, we con-
ducted a second experiment, similar to the first one, except that it includes periodic baking
times. Every few thousands P/E cycles, we paused the experiment, removed the daughter
board with the flash chips from the FPGA board, and baked them at 125◦C for five hours.
Baking the chips allows accelerating the recovery process significantly [45]. From now on,
we will refer to the previous experiment as the fast experiment and the presently described
experiment as the baked one.
We report our measurements on Figure 4.8. The recovery effect is significant for chip C2,
whereas for C1, the effect is noticeable only after 15,000 P/E cycles. The reference curve is
taken from the fast experiment, without SLC-mode cycles nor baking periods. For C2, the
BER drops correspond to the baking events (marked by vertical bars), while the rapid BER
growth corresponds to the aggressive P/E cycling. For clarity, the full C2 baked data is only
provided for the set without SLC-mode cycles (0%). We only consider the BER when cells are
freshly baked to fit the data on the model of Equation (4.10). Similarly to the fast experiment,
we can observe that SLC-mode cycles infer less stress than regular MLC-mode cycles. Based
on those measurements, we will precisely quantify and discuss the resulting SLC-mode wear
in the next subsection.
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Figure 4.8: Considering recovery effects. We evaluate the combined effects of recovery and
SLC-mode cycling on cells. We accelerate the recovery by baking periodically the chips.
The baking events are marked by the vertical bars. The recovery effect is significant for C2,
whereas for C1 it becomes observable only after 15,000 cycles. The reference curve corre-
sponds to normal cycling without baking episodes. For visibility, the full data from baked
C2 blocks is only reported for the 0% SLC-mode set. Only the data points measured right
after the baking are fitted to the model to extract the blocks degradation speed. The relative
wear of SLC-mode remains stable with the recovery process; it even gets slightly lower for C2,
which means that SLC-mode is even less harmful when considering recovery time.
4.4.2 SLC-mode Wear
From our two experiments, we observed that the ratio of SLC-mode cycles has an effect on
the degradation speed, which we quantified with the fitted parameter A. This parameter is
directly proportional to the average wear of a P/E cycle. Hence, the smaller is A, the less the
damage on a cell and the larger the endurance. For example, looking at the fitted parameters
of C2, a 75% SLC-mode ratio (A75=1.15·10−6) almost halves the wear compared to a 0% SLC-
mode ratio (A0=2.21·10−6). Accordingly, blocks with a 75% SLC-mode ratio will require about
2× the P/E cycles to reach the same BER than a block with a 0% SLC-mode ratio. In order to
evaluate ω′SLC, the relative wear of an SLC-mode P/E cycle compared to MLC, we express the
average wear in function of φ′SLC, the ratio of SLC-mode cycle, as
AvgWear(φ′SLC)= 1−φ′SLC+φ′SLC ·ω′SLC (4.11)
with 1−φ′SLC corresponding to the MLC wear contribution and φ′SLC ·ω′SLC to the SLC-mode
contribution. For each chip, we fit Equation (4.11) on the extracted A parameters with a linear
regression to extractω′SLC. Accordingly, we plot the fitted A parameters and their correspond-
ing fitted curve in Figure 4.9 and also report the corresponding ω′SLC. The data is normalized
to the corresponding 0% SLC-mode ratio. The standard deviation associated to every data
point is very small (less than 2%). The difference between the baked and fast results for C1 is
not observable; hence, the C1 baked results have been omitted.
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of SLC-mode wear. We plot the average wear in function of the SLC-
mode P/E cycles ratio as measured on our two chips and provide the corresponding SLC-
mode P/E cycle wear coefficient (ω′SLC) for each data set. For the C1 chip, the fast and baked
experiments gave identical results. Thereby, the baked experiment data is only shown for
C2. We observe for C1 an irregularity when measuring the endurance at 99% SLC-mode cycle
ratio. Specifically, for this chip, the SLC-mode wear is reduced when approaching extreme
SLC-mode ratios, while the wear factor stays constant on lower ratios. This effect is not ob-
served on C2, where the SLC-mode wear coefficient stays constant. Hence, in order to stick
with our simple model, we ignore this irregular (yet favorable) data point and evaluate for C1
a pessimistic SLC-mode wear that is accurate for the majority of SLC-mode ratios.
We observe a slightly smaller SLC-mode wear when we let C2 recover, while for C1 the differ-
ence is negligible. In the case of C1, we also notice that the SLC-mode wear is not constant:
the data point at 99% of SLC-mode cycle ratio is not aligned with the previous ones. Specifi-
cally, the SLC-mode wear coefficient decreases when approaching to extreme SLC-mode ra-
tios. Conservatively, although this fact would benefit the lifetime of Libra, we prefer to ignore
this particular data point when evaluating ω′SLC, in order to provide a more accurate SLC-
mode wear information on the lowest SLC-mode ratios.
Having measuredω′SLC, an FTL is now able to convert a mixed SLC- and MLC-mode wear into
a global wear expressed in MLC P/E cycles. While, typical FTLs keep a single P/E counter for
each block in order to balance the wear; Libra needs two counters in order to differentiate
SLC- and MLC-mode P/E counts, which represents a negligible overhead of about 16 bits per
block. Accordingly, Libra expresses the global wear of a block B with
Wear(B)=CountMLC(B)+ω′SLC ·CountSLC(B). (4.12)
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Figure 4.10: Libra versus hard partition lifetime. We provide the expected Libra lifetime
corresponding to our chips characterization and compare them to hard partitioning. The
lifetime is normalized to an MLC-only device. As opposed to hard partitions, the Libra life-
time is not function of the buffer size but solely of the ratio of writes to the SLC buffer. We
provide for each Libra lifetime curve the corresponding SLC-mode wear coefficientωSLC. The
lifetime evaluation corresponding to the baked experiment of C2 is dashed and indicates that
the recovery effect observed in typical flash usage increases the lifetime extension provided
by Libra. Accordingly, the lifetime evaluated from a fast experiment can be considered as a
conservative estimation.
Thereby, when typical FTLs perform their wear-leveling based on the MLC P/E count of every
block, Libra uses the result of Equation (4.12) instead.
Regarding the lifetime that can be expected by Libra for each chip, we rely on the lifetime
model of Equation (4.7). First, we need to convert ω′SLC (SLC-mode wear per P/E cycle, nor-
malized to MLC) into ωSLC (SLC-mode wear per written bit, normalized to MLC). Trivially,
knowing that MLC writes two bits per cycle we use
ωSLC = 2 ·ω′SLC. (4.13)
Correspondingly, we report the ωSLC coefficients in Figure 4.10 and compare their corre-
sponding lifetime with hard partitioning. Remember that, as opposed to the hard partitions
lifetime and as described by Equation (4.7), the Libra lifetime normalized to an MLC-only
device lifetime does not directly depend on the buffer size. Instead, for the same applica-
tion, a different buffer size would translate into a new SLC-mode cycles ratio, which directly
impacts our lifetime extension. Both C1 and C2 curves behave almost linearly and C2 pro-
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vides more than 10% extra lifetime for 50% of SLC-mode cycles compared to MLC-only. C1
shows a smaller efficiency and is slower to provide extra lifetime. Nonetheless, both have
their ωSLC coefficients smaller than one and thus show a lifetime that is systematically larger
than the MLC-only reference. Importantly, evaluating the lifetime from a fast experiment
can be considered a worst case scenario, where blocks are written at unrealistic frequencies,
and provides a conservative lifetime. Still, when we consider significant write ratios to the
buffer and for reasonably sized buffers, Libra provides up to one order of magnitude more
lifetime than hard partitions. In the next section, we stress a simulated flash device from a
set of realistic traces in order to evaluate the lifetime extension provided by Libra precisely.
4.5 Results
In this section, the proposed soft partitioning technique Libra is combined with three pub-
lished FTLs and the results of running 19 different data traces from three different suites are
compared to the hard partitioning architecture.
4.5.1 Experimental Setup
We developed a trace-driven flash simulator in order to measure the execution time and erase
counts of several FTL executing realistic traces, whose characteristics are listed in Table 4.2.
We generated the homesrv and copy traces from a tiny server running on a Linux distribu-
tion having its root on a flash storage of 16 GB and hosting various standard services (e.g.,
file server, mail, web). The homesrv trace contains one week of this server’s system storage
activity. The second trace, copy, was obtained from writing several GBytes of MP3 files. The
next two traces, fin1 and fin2, were obtained from the UMass Trace Repository [3] and pro-
duced from OLTP applications running at a large financial institution. The last 15 traces were
taken from the MSR Cambridge traces set [48], which contains one week of their data centre
activity.
Some of the characteristics of the selected benchmarks are included in Table 4.2. The ratio
between memory footprint and total data written gives an indication of the write updates
spatial locality. A value close to zero corresponds to a high locality, and a value close to one
corresponds to low locality. The average and the standard deviation of the request size indi-
cates how different are the sizes of the different requests. Looking at the traces characteristics,
we can conclude that copy includes large sequential memory requests and no update locality,
fin2 and prn0 have a mild update locality, and the rest of the traces have a high locality with
memory requests of various sizes. Except for our own traces, most of the traces were gathered
from magnetic disks and their file systems were generally not optimized for flash. For exam-
ple, traces based on disks using a sector size of 4 kB would have a misaligned address space
(i.e., sector addresses are not divisible by 4 kB). Accordingly, we realigned the disks address
space in order to avoid having 4 kB write accesses systematically overlapping over two flash
pages.
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Table 4.2: Benchmark Characteristics
Benchmark Data written Footprint Footprint Average request Request size
[MB] [MB] ratio size [kB] variance [kB]
homesrv 5,566 1,115 0.20 18.6 -13.7/+105.2
copy 3,606 3,598 1.00 395.6 -339.7/+115.3
fin1 14,918 527 0.04 3.7 -1.6/+6.1
fin2 1,860 369 0.20 2.9 -2.0/+10.1
hm_0 20,968 1,670 0.08 8.3 -5.1/+28.4
mds_0 7,542 339 0.04 7.2 -3.8/+10.1
prn_0 47,068 12,683 0.27 9.7 -7.4/+35.2
proj_0 147,729 1,693 0.01 40.9 -31.7/+22.4
prxy_0 55,088 723 0.01 4.6 -3.3/+24.8
prxy_1 742,211 13,078 0.02 13.1 -6.8/+41.3
rsrch_0 11,077 296 0.03 8.7 -4.2/+19.5
src1_2 45,206 669 0.01 32.5 -24.7/+29.4
src2_0 9,563 504 0.05 7.1 -3.6/+9.3
stg_0 15,452 401 0.03 9.2 -5.2/+24.5
stg_1 6,129 405 0.07 7.9 -3.9/+14.9
ts_0 11,611 549 0.05 8.0 -3.6/+21.1
usr_0 13,390 661 0.05 10.3 -5.8/+18.8
wdev_0 7,317 351 0.05 8.2 -4.2/+15.2
web_0 11,952 711 0.06 8.6 -4.2/+20.6
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We chose to implement Libra for three different hybrid-FTLs, namely FAST [37], ROSE [15]
and ComboFTL [26]. FAST is a reference hybrid-FTL, which maps its data partition to the
block level. It is light, simple to implement, and suits low-cost storage solutions. ROSE is
one of the latest improvements over FAST that we know of. It decreases the garbage collec-
tion overhead by using a more advanced and efficient metric to select victim blocks from the
buffer. Although both those FTL originally use a regular MLC buffer, we allocate the buffer
to SLC, which, as motivated in Section 4.3.1, increases performance and reduces power con-
sumption. The only side effect is that twice as many blocks must be allocated to the buffer,
effectively reducing the device capacity, which we assume to pay off for reasonable buffer
sizes. Lastly, ComboFTL includes an SLC buffer that gives multiple chances to victim data
upon eviction. If the victim data is considered as being likely to be updated, it can be fed
back into the buffer avoiding an expensive migration to the MLC partition. ComboFTL has
a parameter controlling the write bandwidth directed to the buffer and data partitions. Con-
sidering hard partitions, while directing more often writes to the buffer might increase per-
formance it is also likely to reduce the device lifetime, and reversely. Thus, as opposed to the
other two FTLs, ComboFTL can tradeoff performance for lifetime. Finally, the ComboFTL
address mapping is built on a hierarchy of mappings that provides a thiner granularity than
the block level: the data partition is divided in sets of several blocks and each set has its own
page-level mapping table. This mapping reduces the garbage collection overhead compared
to FAST and ROSE, but requires more RAM to store the translation table.
The flash characteristics considered for the simulation are taken from the C2 chip and we
simulated a device of 16 GB. Except for our own traces, most of the considered traces come
from disks much larger than 16 GB (up to 1 TB). Still, every trace’s footprint is smaller than
16 GB. Hence, when we partition the original disks storage in blocks of the same size as the
considered flash (i.e., 2 MB blocks in our case) and consider only the referenced blocks, ev-
ery trace fits in the simulated device. We perform this compression on the block-level rather
than the sector level, in order not to alter data spatial locality, which would have artificially
changed the traces simulated behavior. Thereby, the only difference coming from our rela-
tively small simulated device is that the absolute buffer capacity for a 16 GB disk would be
smaller than the original disks’ buffer. A smaller buffer will incur a higher garbage collection
overhead: for the same trace, the victim blocks selected by the garbage collector will more
likely contain valid pages to merge into the data partition. Consequently, the data partition
will be written more often and the write ratio to the buffer will decrease, which penalizes the
soft partition relative lifetime. Note that in Figure 4.10 the lifetime extension of Libra mono-
tonically increases with the ratio of writes directed to the buffer. Furthermore, as seen in the
hard-partition lifetime model, a write ratio to the buffer that is too high reduces its lifetime
dramatically compared to MLC-only. Accordingly, the chosen simulated disk capacity will
be advantageous to the hard partitions, underestimating the lifetime extensions that can be
achieved with our proposed approach.
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4.5.2 Soft vs. Hard Partitioned Hybrid FTLs
The traces are executed by each FTL for several buffer sizes ranging from 1% to 20% of the de-
vice’s cells. The traces are executed twice: the first run serves as a warm up and we collect the
result with the second run. We assume that the data partition is originally fully allocated with
valid data, which compared to a typical use case would provide a conservative lifetime for Li-
bra. Indeed, a fully allocated device increases the garbage collection overhead and provides
a smaller write ratio to the buffer. We visit a large spectrum of parameters specific to each
FTL and keep only the most effective combination for each trace. For FAST and ROSE, re-
ducing execution time will systematically maximize lifetime, whereas ComboFTL, originally
built on hard partitions, provides parameters to limit excessive writes to the SLC partition
to try balancing the wear between the two partitions, trading off performance in the process.
Accordingly, we present in our results two parameter sets for ComboFTL: ComboL maximizes
lifetime while ComboP maximizes performance.
We implemented a classical wear leveling strategy, where we limit the P/E counts difference
between the blocks to 100 cycles [61]. Whenever the P/E count difference between a block
freshly erased and the block currently having the lowest P/E count exceeds this limit, the for-
mer block replaces the latter, which is in turn erased and ready to be allocated. On hard parti-
tions, such wear leveling approach must be separately performed on each partition; instead,
for Libra, it is performed globally, similarly to a regular MLC-only device. This difference has
a very small impact on the lifetime and performance difference between Libra and hard par-
titioning. In order to measure this difference, we executed each traces repeatedly for the wear
leveling to be triggered sufficiently. We measured a difference that is systematically below 1%
of execution time and lifetime between hard partitions and Libra. Thus, the execution time
of both the Libra and the hard partitioning scheme is assumed the same in our experiments.
Figure 4.11 shows normalized lifetime (top) and normalized execution time (bottom) of the
selected FTLs executing the traces of Table 4.2 for a buffer size of 5% of the device’s cells. For
every combination of FTL and trace, we report the lifetime corresponding to Libra (S) and
hard partitions (H). The lifetime results are normalized to ComboP on hard partitions and
the execution time is normalized to ComboP (which is assumed similar for both hard and
soft partitions). In this figure, we report the results of Libra for C2 only.
We observe that the proposed soft partitioning is able to increase the device lifetime consid-
erably with respect to hard partitioning for the vast majority of the traces and FTLs. When
a substantial amount of stress is put on the buffer, ComboL is able to extend hard partitions
lifetime compared to ComboP, sacrificing significantly the performance. In average, on hard
partitions, ComboL almost doubles the lifetime compared to ComboP, while increasing the
execution time by 25%. Whereas ComboP on Libra quadruples the lifetime on average com-
pared to hard partitions and for similar performance. Interestingly, maximizing lifetime for
hard partitions does not improve lifetime for Libra. Indeed, ComboL limits the write band-
width to the buffer, which reduces the wear of the buffer but significantly increases garbage
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Figure 4.11: Lifetime and Performance. The results contrast our technique (‘S’ versions) ver-
sus hard partitioning (‘H’ versions) for three FTLs implemented with a 5% buffer size and
normalized to ComboP on hard partitions. Among a large spectrum of parameters specific
to each FTL, only the best results are shown. ComboP and ComboL maximize performance
and lifetime, respectively. In the case of performance, we assume negligible difference be-
tween hard and soft partitioning. The soft partition results correspond to the ωSLC measured
from C2. Overall, our soft partitioning significantly increases lifetime for practically every
considered FTL and benchmark.
collection overhead on the data partition. Furthermore, Libra benefits from the fact that
SLC-erase cycles wear less the cells while improving performance. When hard partitioning
requires trading-off lifetime for performance, Libra is able to obtain the best of both, there-
fore the results for ComboL on Libra are omitted from the lifetime results.
The copy trace being mostly made of very large sequential accesses, it bypasses completely
the buffer and directs most of the accesses to the data partition. Having the majority of writes
directed to the MLC partition annihilates most of the benefit of an SLC-MLC combined archi-
tecture and it is not surprising to observe similar lifetime between hard and soft partitioning.
4.5.3 Generalization of Experimental Results
Figure 4.12 plots over Figure 4.2 the lifetime results for the different configurations discussed
in the previous subsection. New configurations, corresponding to additional log buffer sizes
are also added to the figure.
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Figure 4.12: Lifetime models populated by benchmarks results. This graph shows the re-
sult of every best combinations of FTLs, traces and buffer sizes normalized to MLC-only. In
typical applications including local updates patterns, soft partitions do systematically better.
Only configurations characterized by a considerably higher cost can reach higher lifetimes.
For applications with high update locality, we observe that increasing the buffer size reduces
the pressure on the data partition and results in higher ratios of writes to the buffer. This is
represented by the data points shifting to the right (i.e., larger write buffer ratio) when going
to larger buffer sizes. In that spectrum of the plot, hard partitioning is only able to outperform
soft partitioning for very large buffer sizes. Such region is shaded in the figure and annotated
as high cost. It should be noted that the majority of the points outperforming soft partition-
ing are from FAST and ROSE, which are, in absolute, less efficient (i.e., worse performance
and lifetime) than ComboFTL. When hard partitioning fails maximizing the device lifetime
for sensible buffer sizes, Libra can extend it by up to 10×. Such region is shaded in the figure
and annotated as typical. The latter corresponds to scenarios that are likely to target a hy-
brid device to increase the flash performance and that importantly will largely extend device
lifetime when adopting the proposed soft partitioning. For sequential access patterns, all the
buffer sizes present a very low ratio of buffer writes, which results in marginal differences be-
tween the different cases, except for large buffer sizes. Such region, shaded in the figure and
annotated as sequential, does not benefit from the hybrid devices schemes targeted in this
chapter.
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4.6 Related Work
The idea of an SLC-MLC combined architecture has already been investigated in previous
work. Grupp et al. [22] experimentally characterize a set of flash chips reporting performance
and energy figures, and notice the variable performance in MLC flash between LSB and MSB
page programming. Based on those observations, they propose Mango, an FTL that oppor-
tunistically skips MSB pages to enhance the responsiveness and reduce the total energy con-
sumed. As opposed to the SLC-mode presented in our work, Mango can bypass an MSB page
of a block independently to the other MSB pages. In other words, in Mango, blocks can have
valid and bypassed MSB pages at the same time. Consequently, the SLC-mode relative wear
that we characterized in our study cannot be considered by Mango to balance the blocks
wear, which results in a lifetime reduction.
Chang [11] proposes a hybrid SSD combining SLC and MLC chips, which is a clear example
of hard partitioning discussed in this chapter. In order to extend the lifetime, they adapt
the ratio of writes directed to the log buffer to balance the wear on each partition. Thereby,
in most cases, performance is reduced. Instead, our proposed scheme respects the ratio of
writes to the log buffer, which should have been optimized for performance by the FTL, and
changes the physical allocation of the log buffer to balance the device wear, obtaining high
performance without compromising device lifetime.
Murugan and Du understand the shortcomings of hard partitions in hybrid devices and de-
veloped Hybrot [47] accordingly. It uses an integral controller that limits the flow to the SLC
partition depending on the workload behavior and the hard partitions dimensions. Still, it
uses hard partitions, and with this limited SLC-write flow, the potential benefits from SLC
cannot be fully exploited as opposed to the use of soft partitions.
Park et al. [52] propose HFTL, an FTL based on an SSD architecture very similar to Chang’s.
In particular, they propose techniques exploiting multi-banks parallelism and maximizing
bandwidth. As we do too, they realize that the device lifetime is limited by the partition with
the shortest lifetime; however, they mitigate the problem by sizing the SLC partition to guar-
antee a lifetime larger than the MLC partition. This oversizing, with 10 to 30% of the cells
allocated to the log buffer, significantly increases the cost of the system, not only for the in-
crease in flash cells but also for the large address translation table associated, which might
be prohibitive for some storage classes.
Similarly, Im et al. propose ComboFTL [26], which can be tuned to either optimize lifetime
at the expense of reducing performance or performance at the expense of reducing lifetime.
Figure 4.11 shows that the combination of ComboFTL optimized for performance with our
soft partitions can simultaneously achieve the longest lifetime and the best performance.
Instead of relying on an FTL to interface between a common file system and the flash mem-
ory, it is also possible to use specialized file systems that are able to interface the NAND flash
interface directly and capable to supervise the wear-leveling and garbage collection. The
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JFFS2 [58] is an example of such flash file system and was extended by Lee et al. [38] to build
FlexFS, a flash file system that enhances the storage responsiveness by selectively choosing to
write data into SLC-mode or MLC-mode depending on the device’s capacity available. Unlike
the hybrid devices above-mentioned, both cold and hot data are stored in SLC-mode, which
increases significantly the garbage collection overhead and consequently sacrifices the de-
vice’s lifetime. Furthermore, the wear of SLC-mode cycles are assumed equal to regular MLC-
mode cycles, which prevents to exploit the flash endurance to its fullest. With a little effort,
FlexFS could be adapted to implement the mechanisms of Libra to balance the mixed wear
and make a better use the device’s endurance.
To the best of our knowledge, Libra is the first work that introduces a soft SLC/MLC partition-
ing of the log buffer present in hybrid FTLs; with it, the log buffer is continuously reallocated
to distribute the device wear and thus extending the device lifetime at virtually no cost.
4.7 Conclusions
Flash architectures combining SLC and MLC technologies are targeting new cost-sensitive
applications with large data update locality. Frequent updates benefit from the superior SLC
performance while devices are primarily in MLC-mode to take advantage of the lower cost of
MLC devices. However, unbalanced pressure on the SLC partition may lead to a premature
death of the device. In this chapter, we have presented Libra, an approach that is robust to
unbalanced stress. Using data extracted from measurements on actual flash chips, and mak-
ing conservative estimations, Libra shows a lifetime at least as long as that of an MLC-only
device and shows up to 10 times longer lifetime compared to known SLC-MLC approaches.
Furthermore, this advantage comes at practically no extra cost and without any performance
loss, which is particularly interesting for high-volume consumer products.
In this chapter, we have characterized the SLC-mode, a feature neglected from typical specifi-
cation documents. With this characterization, we did not only validate the SLC-mode usage
in our system, but we also found that it could extend the flash storage lifetime compared
to MLC-only. These findings contradict previous work relying on SLC-mode [22, 38] that as-
sumes a similar wear between SLC and MLC, and confirm the importance of characterizing
physical properties neglected by manufacturers before making use of them. In the next chap-
ter, we will focus on the block endurance variance, another characteristic of flash memory
that is neglected from specification documents.
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5 Phœnix: Reviving MLC Blocks as SLC
In this chapter, we will concentrate on the variance of a NAND flash block endurance. This is
typically a property neglected from flash manufacturer, as their aim is to provide a device that
looks as uniform as possible. Yet, in this chapter, we will characterize the variance in block
endurance for a flash chip, propose a model to describe the block endurance distribution
and present a technique that reuse the first blocks wearing out to relax the pressure on the
remaining healthy blocks. Specifically, in this chapter we present Phœnix, a strategy reviving
bad MLC blocks as SLC to extend NAND flash lifetime.
5.1 Introduction
As already discussed in the previous chapters, continuous pressure is put on NAND flash
technology to push it towards higher densities, which comes with lower performances and
with a severe hit in endurance. Interestingly, flash memory degrades progressively and de-
spite the use of efficient wear-leveling techniques, some blocks will fatally wear out earlier
than others will. In this chapter, we present Phœnix, a novel scheme to extend current FTL
that mitigates the degradation in lifetime of MLC flash. Essentially, we build on the SLC/MLC
soft partitioning architecture presented in Chapter 4 and propose to keep on using worn-out
MLC blocks as SLC blocks. By ‘reviving’ these blocks, which could appear pointless at first
sight, we show that the lifetime of current flash devices can be extended by up to 17% at no
cost. Furthermore, as flash goes to smaller technology nodes and cell bit-density increases,
we should expect a relatively larger endurance variance, which let us envision lifetime exten-
sion.
5.2 Reviving Bad Blocks
As discussed in Section 2.3, programming and reading a single bit in a cell is more reliable
than multiple bits. Thus, SLC can generally experience one and two order of magnitude more
P/E cycles than MLC and X3 MLC, respectively [23]. Interestingly, we have seen in Chapter 4
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that typical MLC can also be managed as SLC by storing a single bit [54, 23, 28, 30]. Thereby,
in this SLC-mode, the MLC experiences similar performance, energy, and endurance benefits
of SLC technology. An MLC block will be considered unreliable by the FTL when its BER
approaches dangerously the limits of the ECC unit. Yet, this block could still be used in SLC-
mode, which would show a significantly lower BER and be usable for a significant number of
extra P/E cycles. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter 2, programming a single level enables larger
voltage threshold margins and generates significantly less cell-to-cell interference. In this
chapter, we propose a method using this feature to extend the lifetime of MLC flash storage
devices.
5.2.1 Reviving MLC Blocks in SLC-mode
Typical flash devices stop using a block whenever it permanently fails (e.g., circuit defects)
or when it becomes unreliable by showing a bit error rate that is too high to be handled by
the implemented ECC. For this reason, flash manufacturers suggest to reserve a set of extra
blocks (e.g., 2% of the total capacity [44]) as spare blocks to replace the “bad” ones. Such a
device will be considered dead when running out of spare blocks.
While permanent failures might prevent any further use of a block, we propose to revive the
unreliable blocks with high error rates by using them in SLC-mode. The SLC-MLC hybrid
devices built on soft partitions and presented in Chapter 4 will serve as a baseline device. Re-
vived blocks will be allocated to the log buffer partition, where blocks typically take a greater
amount of incoming writes than data blocks. Thereby, revived blocks are not only sparing the
use of free blocks, they also reduce the stress applied on the remaining healthy blocks.
Revived blocks can be managed in a very similar way to typical bad block management. A list
of bad block is generally maintained in some reserved area of the flash device and can easily
be extended with a flag to differentiate bad blocks from revived ones, for a negligible cost.
A similar flag could redundantly reside in the FTL memory in order to differentiate a healthy
block from a revived one rapidly. Thereby, reading those redundant flags avoids accessing the
flash and prevents any identification-time overhead. Storing this redundant flag in memory
would require a single bit for every free block and block allocated to the buffer, and thereby,
comes with practically no extra cost.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the difference between a baseline device implementing a typical hybrid-
FTL block management policy and the proposed Phœnix technique during their lifetime.
Both initially allocates four different partitions: a data partition of size ρD, a buffer parti-
tion of size ρB managed in SLC-mode, a set of ρF free blocks, and a set of bad blocks that we
assume empty at the beginning of the device life. Throughout its lifetime, the baseline device
will regularly identify blocks as broken or unreliable and move them to the bad set, gradually
emptying the free set. When the device runs out of free blocks, it is considered dead. This is
illustrated in Figure 5.1 by the last state of the baseline example (bottom left).
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Figure 5.1: Phœnix compared to the baseline device. Each device starts with a data, a buffer
and a free set of size ρD, ρB and ρF, respectively and a bad set initially empty. While the
baseline approach discards unreliable blocks to the bad set, Phœnix revives them as SLC and
uses them in the buffer. Reviving a bad block extends its lifetime and reduces the stress on
the remaining healthy blocks. In the end, Phœnix will benefit SLC-mode lifetime, while better
exploiting the MLC lifetime.
When using Phœnix, the buffer and the free set can now allocate both revived and healthy
blocks, while the data partition is still restricted to healthy blocks. Blocks that are detected as
unreliable for MLC are labeled as revived and are kept in the free set. (Permanently broken
blocks are directly moved to the bad set.) Figure 5.1 shows how healthy blocks get progres-
sively replaced by revived blocks in the buffer. Now, less healthy blocks are required for the
device to stay alive which results in a longer device lifetime.
With Phœnix, the buffer would ideally allocate only revived blocks maintaining the device
alive as long as enough healthy blocks are available for the data partition. Whenever the
buffer needs to allocate a new block from the free set, it will give priority to the revived blocks
in order to minimize the stress on the healthy blocks. Thus, a block will only be dropped into
the bad set when it is considered unreliable in SLC-mode. Although Phœnix can perfectly
be used by any FTL (including page-level FTL) mixing SLC-mode and MLC, here we focus
on its implementation on hybrid FTLs for the same reasons listed in the previous chapter.
In the next section, we discuss in detail the models evaluating quantitatively the lifetime im-
provements that can be expected from Phœnix. These models assume a hybrid FTL, where
the number of blocks allocated in SLC-mode are constrained by the buffer size, where as for
page-level mappings this number can fluctuate at run time.
5.3 Device Degradation Models
We measure empirically the block endurance distribution from a real NAND flash chip. Based
on this data, we propose two models to describe and confront the lifetime of a baseline device
against Phœnix.
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Figure 5.2: Block endurance measured in a real NAND flash chip. We report the endurance
of a set of blocks measured from a real NAND flash chip, assuming four and eight faulty bits
as error thresholds. The blocks are ordered from the smallest endurance (on the left) to the
largest (extreme right). Each solid line is the model function of Equation 5.1 fitted to the
measured data (markers). For each, we provide the corresponding parameters a and b.
5.3.1 Block Endurance Distribution
Our approach relies on the fact that the blocks do not all die after exactly the same number
of P/E cycles. Otherwise, every successive write to the data partition happening after the
first worn-out block would result in a new worn-out block; therefore, the lifetime extension
obtained from reviving those blocks would be virtually zero for typical use-cases.
Accordingly, we run a synthetic test on a set of 50 blocks of an MLC NAND flash chip. The
characterization experiment correspond to the typical Erase, Program, and Read cycles de-
scribed in Chapter 3: for each cycle, each block is erased, then programmed with random
data, and finally read back and checked for correctness. The test monitors the evolution of
erroneous bits per page for several thousands of cycles.
A particular block is considered to be unreliable whenever a given error threshold is reached
in any of its pages. The actual threshold will depend on the ECC capabilities of a particular
device. A stronger ECC extends significantly the lifetime of a block but requires hardware that
is more complex, increases access latency, and adds some storage overhead. Accordingly, Fig-
ure 5.2 plots the block endurance cumulative distribution measured for 4- and 8-bit error per
page thresholds. The chip is organized in blocks made of 128 pages of 8 kB and corresponds
to C1 of Table 4.1.
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We fit the measured cumulative endurance distribution with the following inverse hyperbolic
tangent function:
f (θ)= a ·artanh(2 ·θ−1)+b for 0< θ < 1, (5.1)
with θ representing a proportion of blocks, f (θ) the largest endurance in P/E cycles within
the θ weakest blocks, and a and b being the parameters of the distribution. Parameter b
corresponds to the average endurance, while a is function of the variance. We provide the
parameter set for each fitted curve in Figure 5.2.
5.3.2 Analytical Model of Baseline Device Lifetime
Next, we present an analytical model to compute the expected lifetime of a typical flash de-
vice given its block endurance distribution and it partitions size. We refer to lifetime as the
total amount of data that can be written in a block or a device before wearing it out. In Chap-
ter 4, we studied the MLC- and SLC-mode mixed usage and observed empirically that pro-
gramming a block once in MLC or twice in SLC-mode applies practically the same wear to
the block resulting in very similar device lifetime. Conservatively, and in order to simplify the
result readings, we assume an equal wear per written bit for SLC- and MLC-mode.
Let θt be the maximum ratio of blocks that can wear out for a flash device before it dies. It
typically represents the maximum size of the bad block set. Assuming a perfect wear-leveling,
the integral of f (θ) from 0 to θt gives us the lifetime exploited by weakest blocks, while the
remaining healthy blocks are limited to f (θt ) cycles. Hence, the MLC lifetime component
LMLC of a flash device is
LMLC(θt )= [F (θ)]θt0 + f (θt ) · (1−θt ), (5.2)
with [F (θ)]θt0 being the integral on the weakest blocks and f (θt ) · (1−θt ) being the lifetime
exploited by the remaining blocks. This lifetime is illustrated in Figure 5.3 by the surface
of the dark area. The model assumes a perfect wear-leveling algorithm that evens the P/E
counts of every healthy blocks, which keeps the variance in endurance to lower values than
what we could expect in reality. A larger variance would benefit the presented strategy as
it will lower f (θt ) and let the weakest block to be revived sooner. Hence, this assumption
produces conservative results.
The baseline device reaches its lifetime limit when ρF blocks wear out. As its lifetime is lim-
ited to the MLC lifetime, it is equal to LMLC with θt = ρF/ρ , and with ρ being the total number
of block in the device. Therefore its lifetime LB becomes
LB = LMLC(ρF
ρ
). (5.3)
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Figure 5.3: Lifetime breakdown. The solid line shows the block MLC endurance normalized
to the average. The dark region represents the exploited MLC lifetime given a maximum θt
bad blocks. The light region is an example of the additional SLC-mode lifetime that could be
exploited by Phœnix. Using the maximum SLC-mode lifetime delimited by the dashed box is
challenging, because, as more blocks get revived, the time to exploit them gets shorter.
5.3.3 Analytical Upper Bound of Phœnix Device Lifetime
In order to evaluate the lifetime extension brought by Phœnix, we must describe a relation-
ship between the lifetime of MLC and SLC-mode. We use a parameter γ such that γ · lM = lS,
with lM and lS being the lifetime of MLC and SLC-mode, respectively. While lM is provided in
manufacturer datasheets, lS is typically not known. We setup a simple experiment to attempt
to extract this value, and did find a very large difference between the MLC and SLC-mode life-
times with γ getting typically larger than five. However, this experiment was too simple and
did not cover all the parameters such as data retention. The retention characteristics being
significantly different between SLC and MLC modes, a thorough evaluation of the SLC ver-
sus MLC endurance would require significantly more efforts. Therefore, rather than trying to
setup this delicate experiment, we prefer to rely on data, pessimistic in our sense, provided by
Im and Shin [26], who relate the endurance for a specific flash device that explicitly provides
SLC and MLC modes. Specifically, the device blocks could sustain either 10,000 MLC-erase
cycles or 50,000 SLC-erase cycles. Therefore, given that MLC writes twice as many bits per
P/E cycles compared to SLC, a block in SLC-mode could be written 2.5× more than in MLC.
Thereby, for our experiments, we assume γ to be 2.5.
While the baseline lifetime is bounded by θt = ρF/β, Phœnix extends this limit with θt =
(ρF +ρB)/β. Furthermore, Phœnix revives the weakest θt blocks, which can now expect a
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maximum endurance of γ. Hence, the theoretical maximum Phœnix lifetime corresponds to
the union of the dark area surface with the dashed box from Figure 5.3 and is equal to
LPmax(θt )= γ ·θt + f (θt ) · (1−θt ). (5.4)
Referring to Figure 5.3, for θ0 = ρF+ρB, γ · (ρF+ρB)/ρ would correspond to the surface to the
left of θ0, while ρD/ρ · f −1((ρF+ρB)/ρ) would be the surface on the right.
A factor limiting the theoretical maximum potential of Phoenix is the buffer utilization fre-
quency. Revived blocks are exclusively allocated to the buffer; therefore, when it is under-
utilized, the extra lifetime provided by the SLC-mode cannot be exploited. Accordingly, we
define another bound to the maximal reviving lifetime, LPbuf(ρ,θt ), that is function of a ratio
ρ of writes to the buffer with
LPbuf(ρ,θt )=
LMLC(θt )
1−ρ . (5.5)
This function returns the MLC lifetime plus the total number of writes to the buffer, which
corresponds to the maximum SLC-mode lifetime exploitable. Combined with LPmax, we de-
rive LPbound(ρ,θt ), the global upper bound, which is the minimum of both functions,
LPbound(ρ,θt )=min(LPmax(θt ),LPbuf(ρ,θt )). (5.6)
This upper bound is plotted in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 for two different device configurations that
we will discuss later. This bound is still ideal and very difficult to reach in practice: it disre-
gards any sequentiality constraint in the accesses into the buffer and data partitions. Specifi-
cally, this ideal bound assumes that the full potential of SLC-mode lifetime can be exploited
before the end of the device’s lifetime, which in practice is unlikely as we start exploiting this
SLC-lifetime when blocks are turning bad and the devices approaches the end of its lifetime.
Thus, in the next section we produce the expected lifetime gain from simulations that evalu-
ates a more realistic scenario.
5.4 Results
In this section, we show how Phœnix behaves on a simulated FTL executing the same disk
traces than presented in Chapter 4. We extended ROSE and CombotFTL with Phœnix in order
to evaluate it with our flash simulator. At the beginning of the simulation, the endurance of
every block is randomly set according to the distribution of Equation 5.1, with parameters
a = 637 and b = 8062. We repetitively input the same trace until the simulated flash device
eventually dies. For traces with small data footprint, the hot data would eventually fit the
log buffer and bias the hot write ratio to higher values. In order to prevent this, we only
used a subset of the traces with sufficiently large data footprint, namely homesrv, copy, hm0,
prn0, proj0 and prxy1. We generate results for two different buffer/free set sizes (2%/2% and
5%/5%) and for variants with or without Phœnix.
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Figure 5.4: Lifetime comparison with 2% buffer size. The configuration for this figure uses a
buffer and a free set of 2% the total capacity each. The lifetime is normalized to the baseline.
The theoretical maximum achievable with Phœnix for the given setup is represented by the
black solid line. Although the efficiency of Phœnix depends on the amount of writes directed
to the buffer, it is systematically larger than the baseline. The green points are acquired by
executing continuously large traces until the simulated device is completely worn out. The
gray points are simply projected to the model from a single execution of small traces.
Phœnix does not hamper the performance of the FTL, actually it reduces slightly the wear-
leveling overhead when approaching the end of the device lifetime, which increases marginally
the performance by less than 1%. From our simulations output, we report the ratio of writes
to the buffer, the number of time that each block was programmed and the corresponding
device lifetime. In Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the green data points on the top curve represent the
full simulation results from the traces selected earlier, while the curves are generated from
the simplified simulations that assume a constant ratio of writes to the buffer. We systemati-
cally measured an error lower than 0.1% between the full and simple simulation. Therefore,
for a specific application or FTL, if the average buffer write ratio is known, we can quickly
get a good estimate of the lifetime outcome. In the figures, the gray data points correspond
to projections on this model for the remaining traces, for a single trace execution. We see in
Figure 5.5 that up to 17% lifetime extension is achieved compared to the baseline.
In Figure 5.3, we illustrate the final state of the simulated device configured as 5%/5% af-
ter executing the homesrv trace on the ROSE FTL. The surface of the light gray area on the
left represents the total SLC-mode lifetime that could be exploited by Phœnix, in this case,
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Figure 5.5: Lifetime comparison with 5% buffer size. The configuration for this figure uses
a buffer and a free set of 5% the total capacity each. A larger free set provides more blocks to
revive and leaves more time to exploit their extra lifetime.
roughly half of the theoretical maximum, which translates into a 12% improvement. While
the current improvement might be humble, we know that more variability in the block en-
durance amplifies the potential of our scheme, which will inevitably be happening with the
future technology nodes.
5.5 Future Perspectives
The manufacturing process of future MLC and TLC chips will suffer from less accuracy [23],
which translates into larger quality variance among the cells. A larger variance results in a
smoother degradation of the device, which leaves more time to exploit SLC-mode extra life-
time and benefits our scheme. We propose in Figure 5.6, a set of lifetime extension models
obtained with Phœnix for a growing variance qualified by the ratio between the parameters
a and b of the distribution function of Equation 5.1. We also show the expected lifetime
for a value of γ = 8, which we assume corresponds to the lifetime relationship between TLC
and SLC-mode. One clearly see that increased process variability will make the idea of this
chapter more relevant: while the reference lifetime will decrease with new denser technology
node, our technique could easily bring 50% more lifetime for free.
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Figure 5.6: Exploring lifetime gain for future technology. We plot the expected lifetime
when using Phœnix normalized to its baseline counterpart, built on a 5% buffer size and
5% free size. We vary the ratio between the distribution parameters a and b and the γ factor
to represent the increasing process variability as new technology nodes will be used for flash
manufacturing. The parameters a/b = 0.08 and γ = 2.5 correspond to the results presented
earlier. The figure shows that, in the years to come, the tolerance to variability may become
critical to achieve useful lifetimes.
5.6 Related Work
So far, most of the efforts invested to extend the lifetime focus on enhancing wear-leveling
techniques or reducing garbage collection overhead by improving the way FTLs allocate data.
Each of those techniques implemented on FTLS relying on an SLC-mode buffer and MLC
data can benefit from our technique.
To the best of our knowledge, the only proposal that extends flash lifetime reusing bad blocks
is provided by Wang and Wong [56]. The authors observed that when a block is considered
bad, most of its pages are still healthy. They propose to combine the healthy pages of a set of
bad blocks together to form a smaller set of virtually healthy blocks. This technique requires
storing extra data structures to keep track of a limited set of bad pages; therefore, it comes for
a cost. The authors did not provide any information about the block endurance variance that
they used to evaluate their strategy. Therefore, they were not able either to quantify clearly
the lifetime extension coming with their technique.
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Other pieces of work [50, 57] acknowledge the block endurance variance and proposed strate-
gies to address it by putting more load on the strongest blocks. Those techniques require
means to estimate the endurance remaining for each block, which is not as trivial as the au-
thors might suggest. These will be better covered and confronted in the next chapter.
5.7 Conclusion
NAND flash cell storage reliability becomes challenging as cells get smaller and more bits are
written to them. In this chapter, we presented Phœnix, a technique that revives bad blocks
using the fact that cells in unreliable MLC blocks can still reliably be used to store a single
bit per cell. This technique does not cause any direct or indirect extra cost: interestingly, it
even reduces slightly the wear-leveling overhead when the device reaches its twilight. We
presented a simple approach to estimate the lifetime extension that can be expected with
our scheme given a benchmark and FTL main behaviors. Phœnix can easily be implemented
on top of any existing hybrid FTL and does not require any additional resource—hence, any
lifetime benefit comes for free. Using actual flash chip characteristics and a set of conserva-
tive assumptions, we showed up to 17% lifetime extension and we are convinced that future
chip technology will inevitably bring more variance in the block endurance, which will signif-
icantly amplify the advantages of the presented contribution.
In this chapter, rather than characterizing a global device property, we collected and made
good use of the statistics on the variance of block endurance in order to build a model for
flash devices degradation. Although those statistics might be known by the manufacturer,
they are generally omitted from specification documents. Yet, they are essential to qualify
strategies such as Phœnix and any related work that would address the endurance variance.
In the next chapter, we will exploit the variance in endurance at a different level: we will break
the conventional way of accessing flash memory and thus our novel technique will require
careful validation through characterization.
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6 Wear Unleveling: Relieving Weak
Pages to Balance Endurance
In the previous chapter, we proposed a strategy to address the block endurance variance.
For this chapter, we characterize the endurance variance on the page level and observe a
larger variance than for the block level. Paradoxically, the strategy presented in the previous
chapter increases the load on the weakest blocks. This time, we will propose the opposite
and reduce the load on the weakest pages. However, producing a precisely unbalance load
so that pages within a block degrades more gracefully is not straightforward, and requires a
careful characterization to validate any strategy using this approach.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present a technique to extend flash devices’ lifetime that can be adopted
by any FTL mapping the data at the page level or at any finer granularity (e.g., sector level). It
is also suitable for hybrid mappings [37, 16, 39, 15], which combine page level mapping with
other coarser granularities.
The starting point of our idea is the observation that the various pages that constitute a block
deteriorate at significantly different speeds (see Figure 6.1). Consequently, we detect the
weakest pages (i.e., the pages degrading faster) to relieve them and improve the yield of the
block. In essence, to relieve a page means not programming it during a P/E cycle. The idea
has a similar goal as wear leveling, which balances the wear of every block for the flash device
to provide its full capacity as long as possible. However, rather than balancing the wear, our
technique carefully unbalances it in order to transfer the stress from weaker pages to stronger
ones. This means that every block of the device will be able to provide its full capacity for a
longer time.
The result is a device lifetime extension of up to 60% for the experimented flash chips, at
the expense of negligible storage and memory overheads, and with a stable performance.
Importantly, the increase of process variations of future technology nodes and the trend of
including a growing number of pages in a single block let us envision an even more significant
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Figure 6.1: Variance in the degradation speed of different pages. These data were generated
by continuously writing random values into the 128 pages of a single block of flash. The
graph illustrates how the BER can grow at widely different speeds among pages of the same
block. We suggest reducing the stress on the weakest pages in order to enhance the block
endurance.
lifetime extension in future flash memories. This technique can also be used to relax the
strength of ECCs, when the required resources and the time to decode such codes might
become prohibitive.
6.2 Relieving Pages
In this section, we introduce the relief strategy and characterize its effects from experiments
on two real 30-nm class NAND flash chips.
6.2.1 Definition
We define a relief cycle on a page the fact of keeping the corresponding cells at the erased
state between two erase cycles or, in other words, not programming the page between two
erase cycles. Although relieved pages are not programmed, they are still erased, which, in ad-
dition to the disturbances coming from neighbors undergoing normal P/E cycles, generates
some stress that we characterize in Section 6.2.3. In the case of MLC, the cells are mapped to
an LSB and MSB page pair and can either be fully relieved, when both pages are skipped, or
half relieved, when only the MSB page is skipped. The level of damage done to a cell during
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a P/E cycle is correlated to the amount of charge injected for programming; of course, more
charges means more damage to the cell. Therefore, a page will experience minimal damage
during a full relief cycle while a half relief cycle will apply a stress level somewhere between
the full relief and a normal P/E cycle.
We characterize the relief mechanism and quantify its effects in the next sections, where we
measure the page degradation speed depending on the relief rate on two real NAND flash
chips.
6.2.2 Page Endurance
While accumulating P/E cycles, a block becomes progressively less efficient in the retention
of charges and its BER increases exponentially. The endurance, or the point in time when
a block will be considered unreliable, depends generally on the following factors: First, the
cell design and technology will define its resistance to stress; this is generally a trade-off with
performances and density. Second, the endurance is associated with a retention time, that
is, how long data is guaranteed to remain readable after being written; for a longer retention
time requirement, relatively healthy cells are necessary, which limits the corresponding en-
durance to lower values. Finally, ECCs are typically used to correct a limited number of errors
within a page; the ECC strength (i.e., number of correctable bits) influences the block en-
durance. The ECC strength required to maintain the endurance specified by manufacturers
increases drastically at every new technology nodes. A stronger ECC grows in size and re-
quires a more complex and longer error decoding process, which compromises read latency.
Additionally, the strength of an ECC is chosen according to the weakest page of a block and,
as suggested by Figure 6.1, the chosen strength will only be justified for a minority of pages
while degrading the latency of every page access. Our proposed balancing of page endurance
within a block will delay the BER degradation of the weakest pages; therefore, our idea can be
used either to reduce the ECC strength requirement or to extend the device lifetime. However,
in this chapter, we will only explore the impact of our technique in device lifetime extension.
To study the degradation speed of the different pages within a block, we conducted an exper-
iment on a real NAND flash chip in which we continuously programmed pages with random
data and monitored each page BER by averaging their error counts over 100 P/E cycles. We
have already anticipated the results in Figure 6.1, which shows how the number of error bits
increases with the number of P/E operations for all the pages in a particular block. At some
point in time, the weakest page (darker line on the graph) will show a BER too high and the
entire block will be considered unreliable. Interestingly, a large majority of the remaining
pages could withstand a significant amount of extra writes before becoming truly unreliable.
Clearly, flash blocks suffer a premature death if no countermeasures are taken and our ap-
proach attempts to postpone the moment at which a page block becomes bad by proactively
relieving its weakest pages. The following sections further study the degradation process of
individual pages and detail the technique that uses strong pages to relieve weak ones.
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Figure 6.2: Flash cells organization. Figures (a) and (b) show two examples of cell-to-page
mappings in 2-bit MLC flash memories. Each bit of an MLC is mapped to a different page. For
instance, in Figure (a), the LSB and MSB of WL1 are mapped to pages 1 and 4, respectively.
The page numbering also gives the programming order; therefore, prior to programing the
MSB of a WL, the LSB of the next WL is programmed. This cell programming cross-sequence
narrows the disturbance that occurs during programming. Figure (b) presents another MLC
architecture, where the even and odd pages form two interleaved groups of LSB and MSB
pages, making four pages per word line. We evaluated one chip for each of these mappings
in our experiments.
6.2.3 Understanding the Relieving Effect
In order to characterize the effects of relieving pages, we reuse the MLC chips introduced in
Chapter 4. We remind their respective characteristics in Table 6.1. The read latency, the block
size, and the cell-to-page mapping architecture are the most relevant differences between
the two chips. The C1 chip has slower reads and smaller blocks than C2, and it implements
the All-Bit Line (ABL) architecture illustrated in Figure 6.2(a). The C2 chip implements the
Half-Bit Line (HBL) architecture illustrated in Figure 6.2(b). Specifically, compared to HBL,
ABL uses every bit line in parallel. Accordingly, for the same number of bit lines, it roughly
doubles bandwidth for a larger control logic and an increase in latency.
We design an experiment to measure on our flash chips how the relief rate influences the
page degradation speed. Accordingly, we selected a set of 28 blocks and divided them into
seven sets of four blocks each. One set is configured as a reference, where blocks are always
programmed normally—i.e., not any page is ever relieved. We allocate then three sets for each
of the two relief types (i.e., full and half ), and each of these three sets is relieved at a different
frequency (25%, 50% and 75%). For each relieved block, only one LSB/MSB page pair out
of four is actually relieved, while the others are always programmed normally. Therefore,
the relieved page pairs are isolated from each other by three normally programmed page
pairs. Hence, we take into account the impact of normal neighboring pages activity on the
relieved pages. Furthermore, within each four-block relieved sets, we alternate the set of
page pairs that are actually relieved in order to evaluate evenly the relief effects for every
page pair physical position and discard any measurement bias. Finally, every ten P/E cycles
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Table 6.1: MLC NAND Flash Chips Characteristics
Features C1 C2
Total size 32 Gb 32 Gb
Pages per block 128 256
Page size 8 kB 8 kB
Spare bytes 448 448
Read latency 150 µs 40-60 µs
LSB write lat. 450 µs 450 µs
MSB write lat. 1,800 µs 1,500 µs
Erase latency 4 ms 3 ms
Architecture ABL HBL
we enforce a regular program cycle for every relieved blocks (including relieved pages) in
order to average out the absence of disturbance coming from relieved neighbors and collect
unbiased error counts for every page. Indeed, pages close to relieved pages experience less
disturbance and show a significantly lower BER.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the evolution of the average BER with the number of P/E cycles for
every set of blocks as measured on the chips. For the relieved sets, only the relieved pages
are considered for the average BER evaluation. Clearly, the relief of pages slows down the
degradation compared to regular cycles and extends the number of possible P/E cycles before
reaching a given BER.
In order to model the stress endured by pages undergoing a full or half relief cycle, we first
define the relationship between page endurance and the stress experienced during a P/E cy-
cle. The endurance E of a page is inversely proportional to the stress ω that the page receives
during a P/E cycle:
E = 1
ω
. (6.1)
Considering a page being relieved with a relative stress α at a given rate ρ, the resulting ex-
tended endurance EX is expressed as the inverse of the average stress:
EX (ρ,α)= 1
(1−ρ)ω+ραω =
E
(1−ρ)+ρα . (6.2)
Assuming a maximum BER of 10−4 to define a page endurance, we show in Figure 6.5 the en-
durance of relieved pages for the three relief rates measured, with the endurance normalized
to the reference set. For each chip, we also fit the data points to the model of Equation (6.2)
and report the extracted α parameters on the figure. Consistently across the two chips, a full
relief incurs less damage to the cell than a half relief, which in turn incurs less damage than
regular P/E cycles. Interestingly, half reliefs are more efficient than full reliefs in term of stress
per written data: for example, for chip C1, the fraction of stress associated to half and full re-
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Figure 6.3: Measured effect of relieving pages on C1. The degradation speed for various
relief rates and types are measured on both chips. The Ref curve reports the BER of the entire
reference blocks, whereas for the relieved blocks, the BER is only evaluated on the relieved
page. The labels ‘25’, ‘50’, and ‘75’ indicate the corresponding relief rate in percent. The BER
is evaluated over a 100-cycle period.
lief cycles is αH = 0.61 and αF = 0.39, respectively. Over two P/E cycles, if an LSB/MSB page
pair gets twice half relieved or once fully relieved, two pages would have been written in both
cases but the cumulated stress would be larger with a full relief:
2 ·αH = 1.22< 1.39= 1+αF . (6.3)
Furthermore, a half relief cycle consists in programming solely the LSB of a LSB/MSB pair,
and, intrinsically, programming the LSB has a significantly smaller latency than the MSB (see
Table 6.1). Thus, a half relief is more efficient for the same amount of written data and addi-
tionally displays better performance.
Figure 6.6 provides further insight on the relief effect on a page population. The figure shows
the number of P/E cycles tolerated by the different pages before reaching a BER of 10−4 eval-
uated over 100 P/E cycles.
In the next sections, we will discuss how relief cycles can opportunistically be implemented
into common FTLs to balance the page endurance and improve the device lifetime.
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Figure 6.4: Measured effect of relieving pages on C2.
6.3 Implementation in FTLs
In this section, we describe the implementation details required to upgrade existing FTLs
with our technique to relieve weak pages.
6.3.1 A New Page State
FTLs hide the flash physical aspects to the host system and map logical addresses to physical
flash locations to provide a simple interface similar to classical magnetic disks. To do this,
the FTL needs to maintain the state of every page—as seen in Section 2.4, typical states are
clean, valid, or invalid, also illustrated in Figure 6.7. To enable our technique, we introduced
a fourth page state, relieved, to indicate pages to be relieved (i.e., not be programmed) during
a P/E cycle. Relieving pages during a P/E cycle is perfectly practical, because it does not
break the programming sequentiality constraint and does not compromise the neighbors’
information. In fact, it is electrically equivalent to programming a page to the erase state (i.e.,
all 1’s). Hence, to the best of our knowledge, any standard NAND flash architecture should
support this technique. Besides, we even observed that relieving pages significantly reduces
the amount of faulty bits in neighbors for the corresponding P/E cycles.
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Figure 6.5: Normalized page endurance vs. relief rate. The graph shows how relieving pages
extends their endurance. The endurance is normalized to the normal page endurance, cor-
responding to a maximum BER of 10−4. For each chip, the relative stress of the full and half
relief type is extracted by fitting the measured points.
6.3.2 Mitigating the Capacity Loss
Relieving a set of pages during a P/E cycle temporarily reduces the effective capacity of a
block. Therefore, applying this strategy for a block-level mapped storage would be impracti-
cal. Conversely, performing it on blocks that are mapped to the page level (or finer level) is
straightforward. Furthermore, in order to limit the total capacity loss while still being able to
relieve pages frequently, we propose to enable relief cycles exclusively in blocks that are allo-
cated to the hottest partition, where the FTL writes data identified as very likely to be updated
soon.
Similarly to the two previous chapters, the hot partition is an ideal candidate for our tech-
nique because of two reasons: (1) hot data generally represent a small portion of the total
device capacity (e.g., less than 10%), which bounds the capacity loss to a small fraction; also,
(2) hot partitions usually receive a significant fraction of the total writes (our evaluated work-
loads show often more than 50% of writes identified as hot), which provides plenty of op-
portunities to relieve pages. Note that flash blocks are dynamically mapped to the logical
partitions, and thus, all of the physical blocks in the device will eventually be allocated to
the hot partition. Furthermore, classical wear-leveling mechanisms will regularly swap cold
blocks with hot blocks in order to balance their P/E counts. Accordingly, our technique has a
global effect on the flash device despite acting only on a small logical partition.
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Figure 6.6: Measured page endurance distribution. For a given BER threshold, we report the
measured page endurance distribution for every page sets of relief rates and compare them
with the reference page endurance distribution. The clusters on the left and right correspond
to MSB and LSB pages, respectively. Both clusters endurance are extended homogeneously
when relieved.
We will now describe two different approaches to balance the page endurance with our re-
lief strategies. The first one can be qualified as reactive, in that it will regularly monitor the
faulty bit count to identify weak pages. The second one, which we call proactive, estimates
beforehand what the endurance of every page will be and sets up a relief plan that can be fol-
lowed from the first P/E cycle. Currently, manufacturers do not provide all the information
that would be required to specify the parameters needed for our techniques. Until then, both
techniques would require some characterization of the chips to be used in order to extract
parameters αF and αH , and the page endurance distribution.
6.3.3 Reactive Approach: Identify Weak Pages on the Fly
The reactive relief technique relies on the evolution of the page BER to detect weakest pages
as early as possible. The FTL must therefore periodically monitor the amount of faulty bits
per page, which is very similar to the scrubbing process [2]. This monitoring happens every
time that a cold (i.e., non-hot) block is selected by the garbage collector. Concretely, we must
read every page and collect the error counts reported by the ECC unit before erasing a block.
A simple approach to identify the weakest pages is to detect which ones reach a particular
error threshold first. Assuming that an ECC can handle up to n faulty bits per page, we can
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Figure 6.7: Pages state transitions. The figure illustrates the various page states found in a
typical flash storage: clean when it has been freshly erased, valid when it holds valid data,
and invalid when its data has been updated elsewhere. In this work, we opportunistically
relieve weak pages to limit their cumulative stress. Accordingly, we introduce a fourth state,
relieved, identifying pages currently relieved.
set an intermediate threshold k, with k < n, that can be used to flag pages getting close to
their endurance limit. The parameter n is given by the strength of the ECC in place, while
the parameter k must be chosen to maximize the efficiency of the technique and will depend
on the page endurance variance. As soon as a page reaches the threshold k, our heuristic
will systematically relieve the corresponding LSB/MSB page pair when it is allocated to the
hot partition (remember that relief can be administered only to pages in the hot partitions).
In order to control the capacity loss, we also set a maximum amount of pages to relieve per
block; only the r first pages reaching the threshold within a block will get relieved. For our
evaluation, we bound the relieved page count, r , to 25% of the block capacity. A larger r
would increase the range of pages that can be relieved but decrease the efficiency of the buffer.
Besides, the latest pages to be identified as weak do not require a relief as aggressive as the
weakest ones. Hence, we propose to fully relieve the rh first weak pages and to half relieve
the remaining r − rh pages. In our case, we found the best compromise with rh equal to 5%
and 10% of the block capacity for C1 and C2, respectively. Choosing efficiently rh for a new
chip requires the information on its page endurance distribution. The larger is its variance,
the larger rh should be.
The reactive approach requires extra storage for its metadata. This overhead includes two
bits per LSB/MSB page pair, which will indicate whether any of the pages has reached the k
threshold and whether it should be fully or half relieved, and a (redundant) counter indicat-
ing the number of detected weak LSB/MSB page pairs so far. Accordingly, 133 extra bits (128
bits for the flags and 5 bits for the counter) per block will need to be stored in a device contain-
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ing 128-page blocks. In the concrete case of C1, for instance, this extra storage corresponds
to an insignificant amount of the total 458,752 spare bits that are available for extra storage in
every block. Additionally, the FTL main memory will need to temporally store the practically
insignificant metadata of a single block to be able to restore the metadata after erasing the
block. Overall, the extra storage needed by this technique appears to be negligible in typical
flash devices.
The monitoring required by this technique needs the FTL to read a whole block before eras-
ing it, which adds an overhead to the erasing time. The monitoring represents an overhead
of 10% of the total time spent writing cold data, since flash read latency is typically ten times
smaller than write latency. However, the monitoring process can often be performed in the
background, making this estimation—which we will use in all of our experiments—quite con-
servative. If hiding the monitoring in the background is not feasible or not sufficiently effec-
tive, the FTL can also monitor the errors only every several erase cycles. Accordingly, we
evaluated how the lifetime improvement is affected by a limited monitoring frequency and
observed that a monitoring frequency of 20% (i.e., blocks are monitored once every five P/E
cycles) provides sufficient information to sustain the same lifetime extension than full moni-
toring. In substance, while the process of identifying the weakest pages could at worst require
one page read per page written, simple techniques can reduce this overhead to negligible lev-
els without a loss in the effectiveness of the idea.
6.3.4 Proactive Approach: Relieving Plan Ahead of Time
The reactive approach requires identifying the weakest pages during operation and while sig-
nificant deterioration has already occurred, which somehow limits the potential for relief.
More efficient would be to relieve the weakest pages from the very first writes to the device. In-
terestingly, previous work observed noticeable BER correlation with the page number [22, 6].
Similarly, we observe on our chips a significant correlation between a page position in a block
and its endurance. This correlation is important enough to allow us to rank every page per
endurance. Thereby, we developed a proactive technique to exploit the relief potential more
efficiently.
The proactive technique requires first a small analysis of the flash chip that we consider. We
must characterize the endurance of LSB/MSB page pairs in every position in a block, for a
given BER. For each page pair, only the shorter page endurance is considered. This infor-
mation can be extracted from a relatively small set of blocks (e.g., 10 blocks). Thanks to
this information, we will be able to rank the page pairs by their endurance and know which
page should be relieved the most. Yet, building an efficient relief plan would also require the
knowledge of how many times a block will be allocated to the hot partition during its lifetime,
which corresponds to the amount of opportunities to relieve its weakest pages. With this in-
formation, one could evaluate to what extent the weakest page of a block can be relieved and
how many times the other pages should be relieved to meet the same extended endurance.
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Figure 6.8: Example of a relief plan. The relief plan is actually made of several plans, each
valid for a given amount of relief cycles. According to this plan, blocks will follow Plan 0
during the first 4000 relief cycles then move on to Plan 1 for the next 2000 relief cycles and so
on. A plan provides for each page its probability to be relieved. In the example, page 5 is the
weakest page and is relieved to the maximum in Plan 0 and Plan 1.
However, in practice, one cannot have this information ahead of time. Instead, we prepare
a sequence of plans targeting increasing hot allocation counts; Figure 6.8 gives an example
of such a sequence. In this example, Plan 0 contains the relief information for the first 4000
relief cycles. Once a block has been allocated to the hot partition 4000 times, one moves to
Plan 1 for the next 2000 relief cycles. The entries in the plans are probabilities for a page to be
either fully relieved, half relieved, or normally programmed. Hence, when a block is allocated
to the hot partition, before programming a page, one should first consult the plan and decide
whether the current page should be skipped.
To create such plans, sequentially starting from Plan 0, we first refer to the page pairs en-
durance analysis to identify the weakest pair position w . Each Plan p is built assuming an
intermediate hot allocation ratio ρp (e.g., 60% for Plan 0) that grows from one plan to the
next. The higher it is, the more flexible the plan will be and applications with large hot ra-
tios will largely benefit from half relief cycles, while applications with low hot ratios will not
be relieved as aggressively as they should. After choosing a ratio, we evaluate the maximum
possible endurance extension with full relief for the weakest page pair w , ET ,p = EX ,w(ρp ,αF ).
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The expected number of relief cycles for this Plan p is thus Lp = ρp ·EX ,w minus the total
length of the previous plans. Hence, in the example, the hot allocation ratio ρ1 of Plan 1
would provide 2000 more relief cycles than Plan 0. Thereby, when a block exceeds 4000 relief
cycles before turning bad, it means that the actual ρ is larger than ρ0 and the block should
move on to the next plan, which targets a higher ρ.
Once the target endurance is set, for every page pair i having an endurance Ei lower than
ET ,p, we compute the number of relief cycles Ri that would be required for them to align
their endurance to ET ,p. Setting
EX ,i(ρi ,α)= Ei
(1−ρi )+ρiα
= ET (6.4)
and considering that ρi =Ri /ET , we simply obtain
Ri = ET −Ei
1−α . (6.5)
Here, α is the fraction of stress corresponding to half or full relief cycles, or to a combination
of the two, and we still need to decide which type of relief to use.
As discussed in Section 6.2.3, half relief is most efficient in terms of avoided stress per written
data and in terms of performance, and, hence, we will maximize its usage. For every page i to
be relieved, we evaluate with Equation (6.5) and α=αH the number of half relief cycles that
would be necessary to reach the endurance ET ,p. If the required number of half relief cycles
is larger than the number of relief cycles in this plan Lp , we are forced to consider some full
relief as well. Trivially, from Equation (6.5) and with Lp = Ri , we determine the fraction λ of
full relief cycles such that the average fraction of stress is
α=λαF + (1−λ)αH = 1− ET −Ei
Lp
. (6.6)
To construct Plan p +1, every page that was relieved, even partially, according to Plan p will
be set to the maximum relief rate (i.e., 100% full relief), and the above process is repeated.
Similarly to the reactive approach, we restrict to r the maximum number of relieved pages
in order to limit the potential performance drop. For the proactive technique, we can solely
evaluate what would be the average number of pages relieved per plan by summing every
page probability to get relieved. For example, in Figure 6.8, for Plan 0 the average number
of relieved pages is 2 · (1+ 0.1)+ 0.3+ 0.9 = 3.4 pages out of 32 (remember that a full relief
skips two pages). Limiting the average number of pages relieved will at some point bound
the target endurance. This is illustrated in Figure 6.8 with Plan 2. Assuming that a maximum
of eight pages on average is allowed, the original ET ,2 would have required the number of
relieved pages to be larger than this. Hence, the ET ,2 is reduced to meet the requirements,
which reduces the relief rate of every page to meet the average of eight relieved pages per
cycle. The plan that requires reducing its original target endurance becomes the latest plan.
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Once a block completed this last plan, it will simply stop having to relieve any page until the
end of its lifetime.
This technique requires storing the plans in the FTL memory. Each plan has two entries for
each LSB/MSB pair and each entry can be encoded on 8 or 16 bits, depending on the desired
precision, resulting in 256–512 Bytes per plan, which is comparable to a page-level mapping
table of a single block and is hence negligible for most environments. Besides, the tables are
largely sparse and could be further reduced by means of classical compression strategies (e.g.,
hash tables) to fit in memory sensitive environments.
6.4 Experiments and Results
We evaluate here the expected lifetime extension achievable with the two relief strategies
presented. In the next sections, we explain how we begin by combining error traces acquired
from real NAND flash chips with simulation to obtain a first assessment of the improvements
of block endurance and, consequently, of device lifetime. We then refine our experimental
methodology by executing a large set of benchmark on our trace-driven simulator not only to
show the lifetime improvement but also the minimal effect (often favorable) of our technique
on execution time.
6.4.1 Collecting Real Traces and Simulating Wear
To assess the impact of our technique, we first collected real error traces from 100 blocks from
each of our chips that went through thousands of regular P/E cycles; we collected the error
count of every page at every P/E cycle. We then used the collected traces to simulate what
would happen of the blocks when going through P/E cycles during normal use of the device.
At each simulated P/E cycle, each block is either allocated to the hot partition (i.e., where
pages can be relieved) or to the cold one, depending on a hot-write probability; this parame-
ter simulates the behavior of an FTL and defines the probability for a block to be allocated to
the hot partition. When a block is allocated to the cold partition, a normal P/E cycle occurs:
every page is considered programmed. When a block is allocated to the hot partition, the
weak pages are relieved instead. The reactive approach uses the error counts to determine
pages as weak if they have reached the predefined threshold k. The proactive approach, on
the other hand, relies solely on the relief plans prepared in advance to determine the weak
pages to be relieved. While we simulate successive writes to the device, we count how many
times each page has been written and to what extent it has been relieved. Whenever our real
traces tell us that one page of a block has reached a given BER, considered as the maximum
correctable BER, we render the block as bad and stop using it. At the end, the simulator re-
ports the total amount of data that could be written in each block—that is, the lifetime of the
block under a realistic usage of the device.
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6.4.2 Block Lifetime Extension
We use our wear simulation method to first evaluate the lifetime enhancement provided by
our techniques at the block level. In this context, we consider a block to be bad as soon as
one of its pages reaches the given BER. Considering a 60% hot write ratio, Figures 6.9 and
6.10 show the lifetime of every block for both our flash chips assuming a maximum BER of
10−4; it compares our proactive and reactive techniques to the baseline. The blocks are or-
dered on the x-axis from the lowest lifetime on the left up to the the largest on the right. The
bottom curve is the lifetime of each block when stressed normally, while the two curves on
the top correspond to the lifetime when applying our techniques. The relief effectiveness
varies depending on the actual block; thereby the block ordering for the two curves is not
necessarily the same. The proactive approach is more efficient, as it starts relieving pages
much sooner than the reactive approach. Yet, we believe that there is room to improve our
simple weak-page detection heuristic in order to act sooner and be more efficient. Chip C1
shows a relatively small page endurance variance, which limits our techniques potential with
a lifetime improvement of 10% maximum. This confirms the intuition that a larger page en-
durance variability and a greater number of pages per block (double for C2 compared to C1)
increase the benefit of the presented techniques. In the next section, we translate the block
lifetime extension into a device lifetime extension.
We now evaluate the lifetime extension for a set of blocks when relieving the weakest pages.
The three gray areas of Figures 6.9 and 6.10 represent the total amount of data we could write
in the device during its lifetime using the baseline and our relief techniques. Assuming that
the device dies whenever 10% of its blocks turn bad, the ratio of a relief gray area with the
baseline area represents the additional fraction of data that we could write: in the figure, for
C2, our reactive and proactive techniques show a lifetime improvement of more than 30% and
50%, respectively. These results are obtained from a sample of 100 blocks, which are enough
to provide an error margin of less than 3% for a 95% confidence level. From this figure, we can
also make a quantitative comparison between our technique and solutions proposed by Pan
et al. [50], and Woo and Kim [57]. Essentially, the authors acknowledge the block endurance
variance and designed techniques to try exploit to exploit a maximum the endurance of each
individual block. If we were to predict the endurance of every block perfectly, we would have
a device lifetime that is equal to the sum of every block lifetime, which corresponds to the
total area below the baseline curve. Accordingly, we would get an extra lifetime of 5% and
11% for C1 and C2, respectively, which is an optimistic estimate, yet significantly lower than
what the proactive approach can bring.
6.4.3 Device Lifetime Extension
We performed a sensitivity analysis on several parameters that might have an effect on the
lifetime extension. For the following results, we focus on the proactive strategy. The propor-
tion of bad blocks tolerated by a device had negligible effect on the lifetime extension. As for
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Figure 6.9: Block lifetime improvement for C1. The graphs shows for each chip how reliev-
ing weak pages can improve the device lifetime compared to a regular case. The curves show
the individual block lifetime, and the surface areas the device lifetime, assuming it can ac-
cumulate up to 10% bad blocks. As expected, the proactive technique is more efficient than
the reactive one. Chip C1 has a relatively small page endurance variance, which limits the
efficiency of the proactive approach to 10% lifetime extension. For these graphs, we assume
a limit BER of 10−4 as well as a 60% write frequency to the hot partition.
the BER threshold, the effect on lifetime extension is moderate, as illustrated in Figure 6.11. A
larger BER gives more time to benefit from relieving pages, but it also increases the reference
lifetime and makes the relative improvement smaller. Finally, the hot write ratio sets by how
much our technique can be exploited and has a significant effect on the lifetime extension.
The curve labeled “Estimate” in Figure 6.12 shows the lifetime of a device implementing the
proactive technique (normalized to the baseline lifetime) as a function of the hot write ra-
tio. We clearly see that the more writes are directed to the hot partition, the better the relief
properties can be exploited, as one would expect. The data points on the figure represent the
normalized lifetime extension when considering the actual execution of a set of benchmarks
with real FTLs, which will be introduced in the next section; these measurements take into
account all possible overheads derived from the implementation of the relief technique and
match well the simpler estimate. All results show significant lifetime extensions for hot write
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Figure 6.10: Block lifetime improvement for C2. With a larger endurance variance, C2 offers
more room to exploit the relief mechanism than C1 and allows the proactive approach to
extend by 50% the lifetime.
ratios larger than 40%, which is in fact in the range where most benchmarks (with very rare
exceptions) fall in practice.
6.4.4 Lifetime and Performance Evaluation
The temporary capacity reduction in the hot partition produced by relieving pages decreases
its efficiency and is very likely to trigger more often the garbage collector. This effect is more
critical for hybrid mapping FTLs that rely on block-level mapping for the cold partition: these
FTLs will need to write a whole block even when a single page needs to be evicted from the
page-level mapped hot partition (buffer partition) to the block-level mapped cold partition.
To refine our estimations and understand the impact on performance, we implement the
relief strategy for ComboFTL and ROSE, two hybrid FTLs introduced in Chapter 4 and with
their generic mapping architecture reminded in Figure 6.13. On the figure, we illustrate a
weak page being relieved in the log buffer, whose capacity gets reduced accordingly. Com-
pared to ROSE, ComboFTL has an extra warm partition; we will consider this third partition
hot as well, in the sense that pages of blocks allocated to the warm partition will be subject to
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Figure 6.11: Lifetime improvement w.r.t. BER threshold. The BER threshold that indicates
when a block is considered unreliable directly affects a device lifetime. Large BER thresholds
increase the baseline lifetime and remove room to improvement at the cost of a more expen-
sive ECC.
relief cycles when appropriate. Thanks to the block level mapping of its data partition, ROSE
requires significantly less memory than ComboFTL to be implemented but pays the cost with
an execution time 25% larger and a 20% smaller lifetime in average.
In our experimental setup, we assume a hot partition allocating 5% of the total device size
and we limit the maximum ratio of relieved pages to 25%, which represents a maximal loss
of 1.25% of the total device capacity. Hence, the page relief cost can be considered either as
extra capacity requirement (1.25% here) or in a garbage collection overhead that we will now
evaluate for two different FTLs.
We selected the large set of disk traces introduced in Chapter 4 to be executed by both FTLs.
In our simulation, we assume again a total capacity of 16 GB and a flash device with the
characteristics of C2 (see Table 6.1). As discussed in Section 4.5, when simulating a device
smaller than the original trace source, the hot partition size gets proportionally scaled down,
which effectively reduces the hot write ratio and the potential of our approaches and renders
the following results conservative.
For the experiments, we considered again a maximum BER of 10−4 and a bad blocks limit of
10%. We report in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 the performance and lifetime results for both chips
and of both FTLs executing all the benchmarks with the proactive technique. The results are
normalized to their baseline counterpart, i.e., implementing the same FTL without relieving
weak pages. (Note that this makes the results for ComboFTL and ROSE not comparable be-
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Figure 6.12: Lifetime improvement w.r.t. hot write ratio. The curve gives the expected life-
time extension provided by the proactive technique on chip C2. The data points represent
results from benchmarks using two different FTLs. Those measurements take into account
the writes overhead caused by the hot partition capacity loss. Apart from a couple of outliers,
the results are consistent with our expectations.
tween themselves, but our purpose here is not to compare different FTLs but rather to show
that, irrespective of the particular FTL, our technique remains perfectly effective). Most of the
benchmarks result in a hot write ratio larger than 50% and show a lifetime extension between
30% and 60% for C2. In particular, we observed that ComboFTL frequently fails to correctly
identify hot data from the prn0 trace; this results in a large amount of garbage collection, a
poor hot data ratio, and a performance drop of 20% when relieving weak pages—ROSE per-
forms significantly better here. Overall, despite this pathological case, the proactive relief
technique brings an average lifetime extension of 45% and a execution time improvement
within 1%. The execution time improvement comes thanks to the half relief efficiency, which
provides significantly smaller write latencies. In summary, the proactive approach provides a
significant lifetime extension with a stable performance and a negligible memory overhead.
6.5 Related Work
Lue et al. suggest adding a built-in local heater on the flash circuitry [40], which would heat
cells at 800C for milliseconds to accelerate the healing of the accumulated damage on the
oxide layer that isolates the floating gates. Based on prototyping and simulations, the authors
envision a flash cell endurance increase of several orders of magnitude. While the endurance
improvement is impressive, it would require significant efforts and modifications in current
flash architectures before being available on the market. Furthermore, further analysis (e.g.,
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Figure 6.13: Hybrid FTL. A hybrid-FTL is composed of a large block-mapped partition, repre-
senting the device total logical capacity, and a small partition, buffering small updates. The
buffer partition uses page-level mapping and helps to reduce the large garbage collection
overhead inherent to a block-level mapping. The larger the buffer the smaller the overhead.
Relieving pages from the buffer reduces its effective size and has a direct negative impact on
performance.
power, temperature dissipation, cost) might reveal constraints that are only affordable for a
niche market, whereas our technique can be used today with off-the-shelf NAND flash chips.
Pan et al. acknowledge the block endurance variance and suggest to adapt classical wear-
leveling algorithms to compare blocks on their BER rather than their P/E cycles count [50].
However, in order to monitor a block BER, the authors assume homogeneous page endurance
and a negligible faulty bit count variance between P/E cycles. For the two chips we studied,
both assumptions were not applicable and would require a more complex approach to com-
pare the BER of multiple blocks. In a similar fashion, Woo and Kim propose to perform the
wear-leveling on a new wear index that relies on the error count and the program latency [57].
They use the correlation between wear and program latency to refine their block wear es-
timate. However, in practice, the program latency cannot be distinguished when multiple
commands are processed on the same channel, restricting the use of this technique to the
simplest architectures. Lastly, as seen in Section 6.4.3, we observed significantly more poten-
tial acting at the page level rather than the block level.
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Figure 6.14: Performance and lifetime evaluation of our proactive technique for various
benchmarks running on chip C1. (a) Our relief technique gets at most 10% lifetime exten-
sion for the chip C1. In (b), we see that the execution time is stable for most of the bench-
marks despite the capacity loss in the hot buffer. Thanks to the half relief efficiency, several
benchmarks even sport a better performance.
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Figure 6.15: Performance and lifetime evaluation of our proactive technique for various
benchmarks running on chip C2. (a) The proactive strategy is significantly more efficient for
C2 than C1, with regularly 50% extra lifetime, but for rare exceptions. In (b), similarly than for
C2, the execution time stays stable and better sometimes.
6.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we exploit large variations in cell quality and sensitivity occurring in modern
flash devices to extend the device lifetime. We better exploit the endurance of the strongest
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cells by putting more stress on them while periodically relieving the weakest ones of their
duty. This gain comes at a moderate cost in memory requirements and without any loss in
performance. The proposed techniques are a first attempt to benefit from page-relief mech-
anisms. While we already show a lifetime improvement of up to 60% at practically no cost,
we believe that further investigation of the effects of our method on data retention as well
as research on other wear unleveling techniques could help to balance the endurance of ev-
ery page and block further. In future flash technology nodes, process variations will only
become more critical and we are convinced that techniques such as the ones presented here
could help overcome the upcoming challenges.
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7 Conclusions
NAND flash memory is a mature technology that is facing many hurdles in the quest for
higher densities. Despite those challenges and the fact that in theory many emerging memo-
ries promise better scalability, NAND flash remains the most viable semiconductor memory
storage in the near future. Consequently, tremendous efforts are put into further develop-
ments of this technology (e.g., going to 3D NAND [25]), which necessarily will bring new
types of NAND architectures with a new set of physical properties to investigate. We are con-
vinced that exploiting new peculiar properties, sometimes (nearly) for free, will influence and
complement the advances at the device level to further extend the possibilities and range
of applications for NAND flash. In this thesis, we have shown that existing flash memories
already exhibit neglected properties that can be used to improve their capabilities. In par-
ticular, we have presented several techniques exploiting these physical properties to enable
sizable lifetime extensions in today’s commercial NAND flash memories.
First, we were able to quantify the radically different wear occurring when MLC is used in
SLC-mode. This allowed us to demonstrate that using alternately SLC-mode with MLC does
not reduce the amount of data writable during the lifetime of an MLC chip. Interestingly, for
the experimented chips, it even improves it slightly. Therefore, rather than having to build
complex architecture made of heterogeneous memory to provide two classes of performance,
we suggest to use only MLC chips in a flexible manner to address both classes of performance
on a completely homogeneous architecture, which is simpler to control and will provide a
larger lifetime than previously anticipated.
Second, we characterized the block endurance statistical variance on a NAND flash chip and,
accordingly, proposed a model to describe the device degradation. The observation of this
variance inspired us Phœnix, a strategy that is nearly free to implement and extends flash
lifetime by exploiting the endurance variance through bad block revival. Combined with the
device degradation model, we were able to qualify the potential of Phœnix and describe how
the chip degradation parameters (i.e., endurance average and variance) would influence this
potential.
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Lastly, we characterized the page endurance within a block and observed a significant vari-
ance. Accordingly, we proposed to unbalance the wear within a block in order to level the
page endurance by relieving weak pages. The effect of relieving a page is a neglected physi-
cal property that requires a particular care to be characterized accurately. We proposed two
strategies to exploit page relief that require minimal resources to be implemented and can
extend by up to 60% the flash lifetime, which is by far the highest improvement among other
strategies addressing the endurance variance that we know of.
Overall, although the extracted characterized properties may vary quantitatively from one
flash chip to another, each time we presented the methodology to extract them and proposed
accurate models describing their effects. Based on the understanding of such mechanisms
we designed original methods that help increasing flash devices lifetime while requiring very
limited extra resources and being compatible with most exiting FTLs. Indeed, we strived
to make these solutions as orthogonal as possible to traditional FTL policies and mapping
algorithms to remove any risk of degrading other FTL objectives, such as performance.
A recurrent characteristic that we exploited in this thesis is the statistical variability of a phys-
ical property, such as the endurance or the performance. Understanding how this property
correlates with other factors provides a better control on the device and gives opportunities to
improve the overall device performance. Furthermore, for this thesis, we restricted the char-
acterization granularity to the page level or larger. Yet, with flash pages progressively growing
for each new technology node, designing techniques on smaller parts such as a sector level
might open new perspectives. Therefore, we believe there is still a wide scope for research
in that direction. We hope the light shed in this thesis on previously neglected properties
inspires a revitalization of flash management strategies.
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